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Abstract: It has been suggested that the Romance first person singular indica-
tive constitutes a natural class with the present subjunctive paradigm for the
purposes of stem selection (Maiden 2005), thus forming a kind of ‘diagonal
syncretism’, as the latter shares no morphosyntactic features with the former.
The existence of such patterns has been taken to be an argument for autono-
mous morphology and the existence of unnatural ‘morphomes’, in the sense of
Aronoff (1994). Our experimental investigations with native speakers of
Portuguese, Italian, and Spanish reveal that this pattern is underlearned, and
that speakers do not generalize it to novel forms, instead preferring the
2nd person singular indicative to the 1st person as the base for the derivation
of the subjunctive paradigm (and the 2nd person indicative as opposed to the
2nd person subjunctive as the base for the derivation of the 1st person indica-
tive as well). The results implicate a role for naturalness biases in morpholo-
gical structure, and an awareness that the first person singular is an unreliable
and idiosyncratic base for productive inflectional identity. We then study the
underlearning of the L-morphome in terms of historical change in the salience
of these patterns. We demonstrate, through means of diachronic corpus studies
spanning five centuries, a change in the ratio of first conjugation verbs to
second & third conjugation verbs, and a resulting decrease in the relative type
frequency of where morphomic verbs reside. If indeed learners need increased
evidence in order to incorporate and actively uptake unnatural patterns, this
lexical support has dwindled over time. Even though many of the morphomic
verbs have maintained a very high token frequency (allowing them to survive
as memorized), their productivity has diminished over time, and hence they go
unlearned as a generalizable pattern. When the distribution of irregular alter-
nations is overshadowed in the lexicon, a morphologically unnatural pattern
may cease to maintain its status as part of the grammar.
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1 The case for autonomous morphomes

The question we examine in this paper is the extent to which the ‘naturalness’ of
morphological generalizations interact with their productivity in the lexicon.
Once a learner has observed a trend within the formation of a certain morpho-
logical category, to what extent do they generalize it beyond the static set of
highly token-frequent examples? This question has been extensively asked for
phonological patterns of varying types (e.g. phonotactic constraints and phono-
logical processes; Zimmer (1969), Berent et al. (2012), Finley (2012), Becker et al.
(2011) among many others). For example, if a Turkish word has a round vowel in
the first syllable, will it automatically disallow a non-round vowel within the
second syllable – and do native speakers pick up on this to the extent that they
have well-formedness judgements about non-existing novel words? On the other
hand, if a language shows evidence that high vowels and voiceless consonants
do not occur word-finally, is that too obscure to generalize? In other words, do
learners have a good set of ‘hunches’ about what kind of constraints are ones
that, no matter how very well may hold within the lexicon, still look too
accidental to enforce in new words and novel formations?

Within the realm of a predictive morphological generalizations, questions
of these sort have received less attention, although they are very much ripe
for the asking. For example, suppose that across the lexicon of verbs, the form
of the second singular is predictable from the form of the first singular
(as opposed to any other form within the inflectional paradigm) – is this
reasonable enough to be applied with confidence to novel words for which
the entire inflected paradigm is not known? What about, say, forming deno-
minal verbs, given a choice of two suffixes, M and N – will the choice between
M and N, even if it depends on a potentially obscure fact about whether the
word ends in a mid-vowel or not, be salient enough and ‘make enough
morphological sense’ to leverage in an experimental task when deeming the
well-formedness of two potential competing candidates? Asking a phonologist
if a pattern of seemingly pathological palatalization (e.g. k ! �c before [e] but
not before [i]) exists or not according to a particular set of theories of
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phonological naturalness is pretty straightforward these days, as a volumi-
nous set of substantively-biased and formally biased predictions have been
formulated (Hayes et al. 2003; Moreton 2008; Heinz 2010). However, the
parallel trajectory of ‘Natural Phonology’ in the 1970s (reflourishing in the
1990s with a host of increased dialogue between phonological typology and
phonetic research) has not proceeded alongside much consensus as to what
constitutes Natural Morphology, despite occasional valiant efforts in the 1980s
(e.g. Dressler et al. 1987). Research in this area has been overall too sparse to
have yet arrived at a real consensus anything like what we have in phonology
today.

The dominant trend in many corners of morphological research is thus to
say ‘Nothing is natural’. Statements of this sort express a degree of nihilism
for predictive morphological typology to an extent that doesn’t even parallel
Anderson’s (1981), Blevins’s (2004) or Hale and Reiss’s (2008) eschewal of
any systematic crosslinguistic patterns in phonology – as these authors
directly embrace formal simplicity as an evaluation metric and thereby a
predictive measure of the overall naturalness, acquirability, diachronic
persistence, and productivity of certain logically possible patterns. Take one
core tendency of morphological inflection: defectiveness in verbal or nominal
paradigms, a phenomenon found time and again in languages as distinct
as Russian, Mohawk, and the Iberian languages. Focusing on the latter group
of languages, Maiden and O’Neill (2010, p. 112) state that ‘‘The major domain
of defectiveness (present subjunctive and 1sg present indicative) seems, and
is, irreducibly arbitrary if one seeks a motivation outside the morphological
system itself”.

This is an essential expression of the credo of ‘autonomous morphology’,
as developed by Aronoff (1994) and adopted in many subsequent works – that
morphology needn’t answer to phonology or syntax; that may follow its own
logic. On this view, learners are directly endowed with the ability to sift
through and compute morphological productivity (or lack thereof, in the case
of defectiveness) purely by problem-solving abilities exclusive to morphologi-
cal geometries; a data-driven puzzle to be eventually mastered given enough
internal and external reward in the learning process; a poker hand dealt by the
exigencies of diachronic drift, in which an L-shaped pattern (borrowing a
metaphor from the Roman alphabet) can be learned in a two-by-three geo-
metric paradigm (e.g. all [−plural] cells and the [þ plural, –participant] cell,
but not the [þ participant] plurals). Is such a pattern easier or harder to learn –
i.e. more natural – than a π-shaped, ,shaped-ד or ᴎ-shaped pattern? The right
answer is not yet in sight, and could come from many directions – among them
extensive crosslinguistic typology in which database comparisons inform
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patterns of natural vs. unnatural syncretism and formal modeling of the
computational primitives that favor one system over another (e.g Bobaljik
(2004), Pertsova (2011), Graf (2012), and in the case of the present paper,
adopting the tack of creating closely-controlled experimental conditions in
which native speakers must choose between one of two potential, non-existing
candidates, or rate the well-formedness of unseen inflected forms of wug
words.

In the current paper we therefore examine a case study in the Romance
languages, the L-shaped morphome, described in greater detail below, with the
hopes of contributing to the above triangulation between theoretical modeling,
typological sampling, and experimental comparison of the relative naturalness
of certain generalizations that learners may adopt or neglect. Work within many
(but not all schools) of morphological theory within the past half-century have
proposed certain formal primitives, substantive constraints, and interface-
derived properties that systems of inflectional and derivational morphology
‘like to have’ – and these result in delimiting patterns that are more ‘natural’
than others. Among the components in the potential naturalness toolkit
investigated in the present work is the following:

() Featural decomposition – that an inflectional paradigm is constituted by
‘natural classes’, akin to the ones familiar from segmental phonology, that
are directly formed by a small set of binary-valued features that characterize
particular ‘rows’ or ‘columns’ of the paradigm, as opposed to others. While
many distinct systems of featural decompositions are possible, research
often employs relative attestedness vs. unattestedness as a means of
comparison among them, along with a generalized dispreference for
disjunctive statements (e.g. the morphological equivalent of ‘all the voiced
obstruents or the non-lateral, non-glide sonorants’).

Turning to inflectional morphology, there are irregular stem alternants in
Portuguese found in the 1sg present indicative that are also found throughout
the present subjunctive, constituting what Maiden (2005) identifies as a ‘mor-
phome’ (a term due to Aronoff (1994)) – an autonomous morphological pattern
of shared identity, which he calls the L-shaped pattern, as shown for the following
singular columns of the indicative and subjunctive in the present tense:

() ‘to say’ IND SBJ

sg dig-o dig-a
sg diz-es dig-as
sg diz dig-a
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Diachronically, the L-shape is essentially a consequence of the theme
vowels that follow the stems causing palatalization: in the II/III conjugation,
the 1SG.IND and all SBJ forms have in common a [þ back] vowel, which enjoys the
velar alternant, while the others have a [–back] vowel, with the palatal/coronal
alternant.

Long after the cessation of the process of palatalization in verb stems, this L-
shaped pattern was apparently extended to verbs lacking a phonological reason
for identity between the 1SG.IND and SBJ:

() ‘to hear’ IND SBJ

sg ouç-o ouç-a
sg ouv-es ouç-as
sg ouv-e ouç-a

According to Maiden (2005) this L-shaped relation among unrelated forms is
what constitutes a ‘morphome’, and shows the productive autonomy of the
morphological component by itself: it needn’t answer to phonology or syntax.
Of course, the rule was in fact originally phonologically motivated within verbs
from the -er and -ir class (the second and third conjugations), having to do with
the fact that both the 1SG.IND and all of the SBJ forms had a [þ back] vowel
following them, while the others had a [–back] vowel, at a time during which
palatalization by front vowels was active in the language. However, long after
palatalization ceased to be productive, the pattern was extended to forms with
no such conditioning possible to state, e.g. ouç-/ouv- (phonetically [ows/owv]).
Moreover, from a featural perspective, there is no reason these should form a
natural class; they are disjunctive. The question, therefore is whether such
patterns are synchronically productive within the Romance languages, a ques-
tion all the more important to ask as the L-shaped pattern is trivially true for
even all regular verbs in the language:

() ‘to say’ IND SBJ

sg fal-o fal-e
sg fal-as fal-es
sg fal-a fal-e

Note that it is the case that the 1SG.IND and the SBJ forms, e.g. 2SG.SBJ, are in fact
identical to each other in fal-/fal- in (4); if the learner includes regular verbs
within the scope of their generalization, the L-shaped pattern potentially holds
of every verb in the language. Although there may be potential theoretical
differences in whether or not the L-morphome is taken to be a symmetrical
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syncretism (e.g. the 1SG.IND equally predicts the form of the SBJ and vice versa)
or asymmetrical (learners will adopt the 1SG.IND as the base for the SBJ but will
be less sure in the opposite direction), scholars such as Maiden (2005) take it to
be symmetrical, as a generalization over a set of paradigm cells that form an
‘unnatural’ class for shared stem identity. While there are not many verbs in
contemporary Portuguese that show the L-shaped pattern (perhaps twenty at
most), many of them are quite frequent and salient. Their pattern of inflec-
tional identity in cases like (3), however, raises what Bachrach and Nevins
(2008) call the ‘inclusion question’: why is the 2SG.IND not included – in other
words, why is the pattern ‘L-shaped’, rather than ‘sideways T’ shaped (namely
including the 2SG.IND but not the 1SG.IND)? Would either be equally likely shapes
for learners to deal with, given spontaneous chance to show a preference for
one or the other?

2 Exploring biases: when unnatural patterns
go underlearned

Certainly, the very existence of the term morphome is predicated on the fact that
patterns such as (3) are neither phonologically nor morphosyntactically natural.

Phonological research enjoys a long tradition of testing whether certain
patterns in the lexicon are actually generalized. The work of Zimmer (1969),
Zhang et al. (2006), and Becker et al. (2011), for example, find that unnatural
patterns are memorized for the existing items, but underlearned, and thereby not
generalized to novel items.

The work reported here is a first step towards experimentally testing
whether learners of Romance languages extend ‘unnatural identity relations’
in novel inflectional tasks. It finds consonance with Pertsova’s (2010) recent
results that Russian speakers ‘underlearn’ the unnatural relation between nom.
sing. and gen. pl. in wug tasks, and with Tucker’s (2000) work that Italian
speakers underlearn the relation holding in the static lexicon between the
participal form of a verb and the agentive, to the exclusion of the infinitive.

Morphomes are akin to units of ‘Priscianic’ syncretism (Matthews 1991), e.g.
‘‘For any verb, however irregular it may be in other respects, the Present
Infinitive always predicts the Imperfect Subjunctive”. But are these simply
useful observations for grammarians (and indeed second-language learners) –
or are they actually rules and principles that learners build into their grammars?
Morphomic patterns are claimed to be ‘‘informative, because the deductions that
they sanction reduce uncertainty about the paradigmatic structure of a system”
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(Blevins 2010). Under this hypothesis, learners should readily shoehorn new
verbs into the L-shaped pattern, regardless of what their phonological makeup is
like: they are abstract statements over the geometry of inflectional paradigms
that license implicational statements.

While the L-morphome emerged from a phonetically-motivated process,
and it was later analogically extended to novel forms in great measure
(as amply documented by Maiden 2005), peaking in the sixteenth century
or so, it reached a point with no phonetic naturalness or morphosyntactic
naturalness to support it. Still, the verbs in which it occurs are highly token
frequent. But do learners take it to be a memorized part of the lexicon, or an
active rule, used in acquisition, a principle of structuring inflectional para-
digms of verbs more generally in the language? What, if anything, might have
led to a cessation in its productivity today?

3 An overview of the experimental method
used throughout

As one cannot learn much about the state of speakers’ synchronic knowledge by
examining the handful of existing L-morphome verbs alone, we launched an
experiment on implicational generalization. We illustrate this first for European
Portuguese, and replicated the same overall experimental method with Italian
and Spanish.

In order to best test the predictions of whether the L-morphome is actively
employed in structuring the inflectional paradigms for newly-learned verbs
(and hence a principle that forms some detectable part of these speakers’
morphological grammar), we created verbs with divergent forms for the
1SG.IND and the 2SG.IND, like the cases of (2)-(3) above. However, we used three
novel morphophonological alternations, none of which are extant in
Portuguese: p,f, t,s, k,x – but which are part of the phonology of other
languages (e.g. spirantization in Hebrew). The motivation for avoiding existing
alternations (e.g. those like ouç-/ouv- or dig-/diz-) was to specifically test the
claim that ‘L-shapes’, once incorporated into the grammar of the language,
form an autonomous kind of paradigm knowledge, independent and above any
of the specific phonological forms themselves. We return to a discussion of this
methodological step at various points throughout the rest of this paper.

Participants were divided into two groups, each of which saw 15 items.
The methodology thus followed Wilson’s (Wilson 2006) design for studying
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naturalness in phonology, in which each group has the opposite group’s data
points ‘‘held out” and are probed for generalization.

The indicative predicting subjunctive group (I ! S) was exposed to frames
such as (5–6), and prompted for the 2sg. subjunctive form. As participants have
exposure to exactly two stem alternants, they can logically choose either to base
the 2SG.SBJ on person (2SG.IND) or on the L-shape.

() Eu nepo muito rápido, e tu também nefes, embora tu ainda não ____
rápido.
‘I nepoSG.IND very quickly, and you nefesSG.IND too, even though you
don’t ____SG.SBJ quickly yet.’

() Tu me disseste que tu zisas. Eu também zito, mas espero tu não ____
amanhã de manhã porque temos visitas.
‘You told me that you SG.IND. I also SG.IND, though I hope that tomorrow
you’ll not ____SG.SBJ, because we have visitors.’

The subjunctive predicting indicative (S ! I) group was exposed to frames such
as (7–8), and prompted for the 1sg. indicative form. Again, as participants have
exposure to exactly two stem alternants, they can logically choose either to base
the 1SG.IND on mood (2SG.IND) or on the L-shape.

() Tu nefes muito bem. Caso tu nepas amanhã, eu também ____.
‘You nefesSG.IND very well. In case you nepasSG.SBJ tomorrow, I’ll ____
SG.IND too.’

() Antes que tu plicas todos os dias, primeiro tu plirres uma vez por semana.
Eu fiz assim e agora eu ____ todos os dias.
‘Before you can SG.SBJ every day, first you SG.IND once a week. I did so that
way, and now I ____SG.IND every day.’

In all of the experiments we conducted, participants were presented with
instructions (in Portuguese, Spanish, or Italian, as appropriate) that were
adapted translations of the following: ‘‘You will be presented with examples
of invented verbs, such as eu blino, tu blines. Then you will see a sentence with
a blank space. Your task is to fill in the blank with the appropriate form of the
verb”. Importantly, participants saw frames in which the linear order of 1SG.IND
and 2SG.IND was the reverse in the I ! S group, or in which 2SG.IND and 2SG.SBJ
were the reverse in the S ! I group, to ensure that primacy and/or recency
effects would not bias the overall responses. This was also important insofar as
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a potential response pattern by our participants might be to treat the two
verbal forms (e.g. nepo, nefes or nefes, nepas) with distinct semantics. The
instructions that we provided, as well as the presence of 50% filler items with
identical stems (e.g. blino, blines or blines, blinas) served to steer the partici-
pants towards treating both forms as the stems of a single verb (as indeed, we
presuppose they treat both ouç- and ouv- in (3) as instances of the same verb).
Let us suppose, for the sake of argument, however, that some participants
treated nefes and nepas as distinct verbs, i.e. something along the lines of You
gabble, but you shouldn’t talk so much. I myself often ____. Which of these verbs
would they be inclined to use to supply the third form? If they indeed treated
these as distinct verbs, there is no linguistically-based hypothesis that we
could formulate that would make consistent predictions across all four orders
of presentation, but for precisely this reason, we counterbalanced the order
of the two verbal forms, to investigate potential recency or primacy effects
(e.g. pragmatic or attentional biases for always choosing the most recently
presented, or the first-ever presented) form.

Summing up, the basic experimental design here (exemplifying just with
the I ! S group) is to present speakers with an ‘incomplete’ paradigm and ask
for the 2sg subjunctive. In the S ! I group, the pattern is the opposite. Both
groups are thus always given the 2SG.IND. In addition, they are given the 1SG.IND
and asked for the 2SG.SBJ (or vice-versa). More schematically, there is a para-
digm of six cells, in which a participant is presented with only two of them,
say C1 with form nep- and C2 with form nef-, each presented within appropriate
morphosyntactic contexts. The participant is then asked to provide the form for
what the morphosyntax of the frame sentence (e.g. the tense, mood, and
person features of its pronominal subject) would require as C3. Whether they
consistently choose C1 or C2 as the stem on which to base the unseen form – in
principle a coin flip of 50%-50% choice all else being equal – potentially bears
on whether the L-shape is alive and kicking or not. If morphomes – that is,
morphological outlaws that do not correspond to the notion of morpheme, as
they represent disjunctive distributions with no grounding in morphosyntax or
phonology – have any explanatory or ontological force, then non-interface-
grounded distributions should be chosen. After all, speakers of European
Portuguese (with a healthy ongoing use of the subjunctive mood) have abun-
dant evidence staring them in the face that irregular verbs in their language
show such ‘diagonal syncretisms’.

Given this incomplete paradigm, their choice of a base for the 2SG.SBJ, can be
either based on the L-shaped morphome (in which case it would be the 1SG.IND
stem nep-), or instead on choosing the stem for 2nd person across moods,
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whether indicative or subjunctive (in which case it would be nef-). These alter-
nations do not exist in Portuguese, and that’s why we used them: the clearest
and most predictive aspects of the L-morphome theory say that it is about
an abstract relation of complete identity between these cells of the paradigm
without any reference to their phonological form or phonological naturalness.
Using extant alternations would have potentially invited analogical relations
with existing verbs, which would not have told us anything about whether the
L-morphome is in fact generalizable to new forms.

In what follows, we discuss three such experiments, conducted with
Portuguese (Section 4), Italian (Section 5), and Spanish (Section 6), respectively.
After summing up the general results in Section 7, we turn to a diachronic
explanation in Section 8 of why the results show that in fact, the L-morphome
is synchronically underlearned, despite having been healthily productive 500
years ago. Section 9 concludes the paper.

4 Experimental method: European Portuguese

As mentioned above, the experimental task was relatively simple: given only
two forms of an incomplete paradigm, each of which has a different base, to
produce a third form. The dependent variable is thus whether the base chosen
is the one that would be expected given the L-morphome hypothesis (e.g. the
1SG.IND or the 2SG.SBJ, constituting ‘diagonal syncretism’ in either direction), or
whether the base chosen reflects a ‘natural’ response (namely, the 2SG.IND, which
shares mood with the 1SG.IND (‘vertical syncretism’) and shares person with the
2SG.SBJ (‘horizontal syncretism’).

The experiment took into account a number of independent variables in
order to see whether the choice of L-morphome vs. natural response was
affected by these factors. One such factor is the direction of syncretism: is the
putative principle that governs going from the 1SG.IND to the 2SG.SBJ the same in
both directions? Half the participants were assigned to the I ! S group, which
pits a diagonal syncretism from 1SG.IND to 2SG.SBJ against a horizontal syncretism,
namely one in which the base for 2nd person singular forms is identical across
both indicative and subjunctive moods (call this ‘Uniformity of Person’), as
shown in the left of Figure 1. The other half of the participants were assigned
to the I ! S group, which pits a diagonal syncretism from 2SG.SBJ to 1SG.IND
against a vertical syncretism, namely one in which the base for 2nd person
singular forms and 1st person singular forms is identical across within a given
mood (call this ‘Uniformity of Mood’), as shown in the right of Figure 1.
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In order to control for potential primacy or recency effects, half of the
experimental items showed the L-shaped congener as the first item in the
frame sentence, whereas the other half showed it as the second item in the
frame sentence. There were 15 target items (5 from each place of articulation;
coronal, velar, labial), and 15 fillers (with nasal or liquid stem-final consonants,
non-alternating). The total of target items and fillers yielded 30 novel verbs.
There were 10 different sentential frames, like the ones shown in (5)-(8). On each
run of the experiment, the software randomly slotted each item into one of these
10 frame sentences. Notably, the 10 frame sentences were always counterba-
lanced for whether the 2SG.IND or the L-shaped congener was presented as the
first or last instance of this verb in the frame (e.g. (5) vs (6), and (7) vs (8)).

A final variable manipulated within the stimuli was the conjugation class of
the novel verb. Half of the verbs ended in a thematic vowel -a in the indicative
(e.g. nepas), and in a thematic vowel with -e in the subjunctive, thereby identi-
fying them as 1st conjugation verbs. The other half ended in a thematic vowel -e
in the indicative and in a thematic vowel with -a in the subjunctive, thereby
identifying them as 2nd conjugation verbs.1 The purpose of this manipulation
was to test whether, say, L-morphome effects are restricted to the conjugation
class in which they are found in the static lexicon, or generalized to all new
verbs, across diverse conjugation classes.

The experiment took approximately 10 minutes to complete, was presented
on a webpage using Experigen (Becker and Levine 2010), and participants were
voluntary and recruited by word of mouth. At the beginning of each session, a
participant was randomly assigned to the S ! I or I ! S group.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the I ! S condition (left) and S ! I condition (right).

1 In fact, for rhizotonic present tense forms, one cannot tell the 2nd and 3rd conjugation apart –
compare 2nd conjugation bates 2SG.IND, batas 2SG.SBJ ‘to beat’ with lates 2SG.IND, latas 2SG.SBJ ‘to
bark’ – so we leave open which of these two participants treated them as, and take the contrast
to be one between 1st conjugation and non-1st conjugation verbs, the latter in fact forming a
natural class for the purposes of L-morphome productivity, as we return to in Section 8.
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Summarizing the experimental design, the independent variables of interest
are below:

() Group (I ! S vs. S ! I). The former are asked for 2SG.SBJ, while the latter are
asked for 1SG.IND. The purpose of manipulating this factor is to check for the
‘direction’ of implication.
Frame (L-shape last vs. L-shape first): a mere psycholinguistic control, to
examine potential primacy/recency effects due to frame presentation; no
specific hypothesis about the potential natural of its effect.
Place (coronal, labial, velar). Largely included as a psycholinguistic control
to ensure the diversity of items; no specific hypothesis about the potential
natural of its effect.
Conjugation (1st vs. 2nd): Half of the experimental items were from the 1st
conjugation, and half were from the second conjugation. Potentially one
might find more L-shaped responses in the 2nd conjugation, as these are
the locus of such forms in the present lexicon.

The dependent variable is whether the form produced by participants in the
elicitation task shares a base with the L-shaped congener (an L-shaped response,
be it the 1SG.IND or the 2SG.SBJ) or instead with the 2SG.IND, thereby constituting
what we henceforth call a Natural response, where ‘Natural’ can be taken as a
shorthand for ‘morphosyntactically motivated’. Participants’ written responses
were analyzed as follows. Only those with the tense, person, and mood that were
elicited were retained (as we are testing hypotheses about the formation of
these specific forms, and not those of other tenses that are tangential to the
L-morphome). Similarly, only those that contained a verbal base that was
actually presented were analyzed. In the example at hand, therefore (e.g.
given nepo, nefes, . . .) only two responses were analyzed: nepas or nefas.
These were then classified as L-shaped or Natural responses, respectively.

4.1 Results: European Portuguese

In order to see whether there were more L-shaped responses than Natural
responses or not, and how this choice was modulated by our experimental
design with a range of independent variables, we performed our statistical
analyses in three stages. Following current standard practice in the field, we
treated participants as random effects, and items as random effects, and every
experimental manipulation in the design above as a fixed effect. We then carried
out separate analyses with participants (commonly referred to as F1-analysis)
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and with items (commonly referred to as F2-analysis) with non-parametric
paired t-tests. This allowed us to examine if the two responses (L-shaped or
Natural) were significantly different and which response is preferred, as only
statistical analyses of this sort can reveal whether the direction of the difference
and its statistical significance reflect a Naturalness or L-shaped bias, or are
instead all explainable in terms of other effects that are tangential to our
research question (e.g. order of presentation in frame sentences, place of articu-
lation, etc.). Secondly, we aimed to identify any significant predictors for the
responses with mixed-effects modelling. Finally, we again performed participant
analyses and item analyses on the subsets of the data, divided up by
each significant predictor. This latter method allow us to identify if the prefer-
ence of a particular response would still hold after taking into account other
factors.

We removed trials that were fillers and those that contained uninterpretable
typos, incorrect tenses and other erroneous entries. We removed participants
who did not complete a majority of the trials, which left us with 249 participants
with 3,343 responses.

In what follows, we classify response types as ‘L-shaped responses’ or
‘Natural responses’ (which could alternatively be called ‘diagonal responses’
or ‘horizontal/vertical responses’, respectively). An L-shaped response is one in
which the form for the 1SG.IND is chosen for the 2SG.SBJ, or vice-versa. A natural
response is one in which the 2SG.IND is chosen for the 1SG.IND (exhibiting
Uniformity within Mood) or in which the 2SG.IND is chosen for the 2SG.SBJ (exhibit-
ing Uniformity within Person). The classification of a response as ‘L-shaped’ or
‘natural’ is mutually exclusive for a given trial.

4.1.1 F1-F2 analyses: European Portuguese

A non-parametric paired t-test (two sided), the Wilcoxon signed rank test, was
performed throughout the analyses, using the wilcox.test function in the stats
package in R (R Core Team 2013). This test returned four outputs: the Wþ, W−,
N and p-value. Wþ is the sum of the ranks of those pairs for which the number
of Natural responses is higher than that of L-shaped responses. Similarly, W−

is the sum of the ranks of those pairs for which the number of Natural
responses is lower than that of L-shaped responses. N is the number of pairs
examined. p-value is the level of statistical significance.

To visualise the response preference by participant and by item, we
applied a log ratio metric with Laplace smoothing with the two response
types, log(the number of Natural responses/the number of L-shaped responses),
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with a resulting scale from –3 to 3, where 0 indicates no preference. Figure 2
(Portuguese) shows a by-participant plot, and Figure 3(a) shows a by-item plot;
each of them show the distribution of Natural responses (by participant and by
item) relative to the midline.

Figure 2 (Portuguese) shows that there is strong preference for Natural
responses by participant. The majority of the participants (65%, 163 out of 249)
have such a preference, as indicated by their positive log ratio. The average of
the log-ratio across all participants is 0.51, which lies in the positive range (recall
that 0 is neutral). The paired Wilcoxon signed rank test indicates that the two
responses differed significantly, with more Natural responses than L-shaped
responses (Wþ: 21,852.5, W−: 6,588.5, N: 249, p ¼ 6:582� 10�13���).

Figure 3(a) shows that there is a strong preference for Natural responses by
item. All of the items (100%, 15 out of 15) have such a preference, as indicated by
their positive log ratio. The average of the log-ratio across all items is 0.50,
which lies in the positive range. The paired Wilcoxon signed rank test indicates
that the two responses differed significantly, with more Natural responses than
L-shaped responses (Wþ: 120, W−: 0, N: 15, p¼ 0:000723���).

The F1 and F2 analyses together suggested that the L-shaped response is not
preferred and that there is an overwhelming bias to the Natural response.
Having evaluated our responses by participant and by item, the next section
presents mixed-effects models to identify any potential predictors that have an
effect on the response preferences we found.
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Figure 2: Density of Response Preference by Participant – Portuguese (Red), Italian (Green),
Spanish (Blue); the solid line indicates the neutral response preference, and the dashed lines
indicate the mean of the log ratio for each language.
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Figure 3: Response Preference by Item – (a) Portuguese, (b) Italian, (c) Spanish; the red line
indicates the neutral response preference, and the blue triangle indicates the mean of the log
ratio.
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The glmer function from lme4 (Bates et al. 2014) in R (R Core Team 2013) was
used to construct logistic mixed-effects models, with the bobyqa optimizer. The
predictee and predictors are listed below.

Predictee: Response (fricative (Natural response) vs. stop (L-shaped response))

Predictors of fixed effects: Group (I ! S vs. S ! I), Frame (L-shaped last vs. L-shaped first),
Conjugation (1st vs. 2nd), and Place (coronal, labial, velar). All predictors were dummy-
coded with the exception of Place, which was sum-coded since there were 3 places.

Predictors of random effects: Participant and Item

Appendix 1 describes the procedure for arriving at the best model. Once this
process was completed, R2

GLMM, the percentage of variance explained by the final
model, was calculated (Nakagawa and Schielzeth 2013; Johnson 2014; Barto
2014) with the marginal R2

GLMM yielding 8.5% and conditional R2
GLMM yielding

42.1%. Marginal R2
GLMM represents the variance explained by fixed factors and

conditional R2
GLMM represents the variance explained by both fixed and random

factors. Importantly, the value for conditional R2
GLMM shows that a majority of the

variance in the data, 57.9%, remains to be explained beyond the terms in (9)
alone, and thus indicates that the global difference between the L-shaped and
Natural responses cannot be fully captured by design-specific factors.

The complete summary of the final model is shown in Table 1. The model
suggests the following significant predictors – Group, Frame, Conjugation, Place
as well as an interaction term between Group and Frame.

Table 1 allows us to identify which predictors best explained variance in the
results. We now turn to F1-F2 analyses within each a subset of the data by each
of these predictors in turn.

4.1.2 F1-F2 analyses with subset data: European Portuguese

To evaluate whether the L-shaped pattern is preferred or not given these pre-
dictors, we applied a series of non-parametric paired t-tests on the data by
Participant and Item, just as in Section 4.1.1, but crucially we split the data by
the significant predictors found during mixed-effects modelling.

Table 2 summarises the results of the F1-analyses, and Table 3 summarises
the results of the F2-analyses. The by-item analyses were conducted with a
subset of each of the three places of articulation, with the α-level less than
0.05 considering a one-tailed test.
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Table 1: Best mixed-effects model – Portuguese.

Fixed effects Estimate SE z pð> zj jÞ
(Intercept) –. . –. .þ

Group[I-S] –. . –. . � 
–***

Frame[L-last] –. . –. .*
Conjugation[nd] . . . .***
Place[Cor. vs. All Places] . . . .þ

Place[Lab. vs. All Places] . . . .
Group[I-S]:Frame[L-last] . . . . � 

–***

***p < ., **p < ., *p < ., þp < .

Random effects Variance

Participant.(Intercept) .
Participant.Group[I-S] .
Participant.Frame[L-last] .
Item.(Intercept) .
Residual .

Data size N

Observations ,
Participants 

Items 

Table 2: F1-analyses with subset data – Portuguese.

Subset N Wþ W− p (two-tailed) p (one-tailed)

Group[I-S]  ,. ,. . � 
–*** . � 

–***
Group[S-I]  , , .** .**

Conjugation[st]  ,. ,. . � 
–*** . � 

–***
Conjugation[nd]  , , . � 

–*** . � 
–***

Frame[L-first]  ,. ,. . � 
–*** . � 

–***
Frame[L-last]  , , . � 

–*** . � 
–***

Place[Coronal]  ,. ,. . � 
–*** . � 

–***
Place[Labial]  , , . � 

–*** . � 
–***

Place[Dorsal]  , , . � 
–*** . � 

–***

Group[I-S] þ Frame[L-first]  ,. . . � 
–*** . � 

–***
Group[I-S] þ Frame[L-last]  , , .** .**
Group[S-I] þ Frame[L-first]  ,. ,. .(n.s.) .(n.s.)
Group[S-I] þ Frame[L-last]  , , .*** .***
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In this series of F1 and F2 analyses with different subsets of the data, we found
that all but one very specific subset yielded a significant difference between
the two responses, with more Natural responses than L-shaped responses. In
Table 1, splitting the data by Groups [I-S] and [S-I], each group produced
significantly more Natural responses. The same was true for both
Conjugations, both Frame orders, and all three Places of articulation, as
shown by the first four sets of rows in Table 2 and Table 3. In other words, no
matter which conjugation participants saw, no matter which place of articula-
tion, and no matter which order of presentation (e.g., ‘primacy or recency’) of
the two possible bases of inflection in the frame sentence, participants showed
more Natural responses than L-Shaped responses in all such subsets of the data.

In the interaction between Group and Frame Order, we split them into four such
groups for analysis. Within three of these four, there were significantlymore Natural
responses, as shown in the last four rows of Table 2 and Table 3. We turn to the one
non-significant subset, Group[S-I] þ Frame[L-first]: this was a group that saw an
example sentence like (8), where participant was asked for the 1SG.IND and saw the
2SG.SBJ first in the frame, followed by the 2SG.IND form. Although the difference in
responses did not reach significance, theWþ andW− values still showed a tendency
formoreNatural responses than L-shaped responses, and the fact that differencewas
smaller in this subset does not seem reducible to any interpretable hypothesis about
the interaction between frame order or group (as there is no general primacy or
recency effect). Overall, our within-factor analysis confirmed the initial analyses that
demonstrate an overwhelming bias for Natural responses.

Table 3: F2-analyses with subset data – Portuguese.

Subset N Wþ W− p (two-tailed) p (one-tailed)

Group[I-S]    .*** .***
Group[S-I]    .** .***

Conjugation[st]    .*** .***
Conjugation[nd]    .*** .***

Frame[L-first]    .*** .***
Frame[L-last]    .** .***

Place[Coronal]    .þ .*
Place[Labial]    .þ .*
Place[Dorsal]    .þ .*

Group[I-S] þ Frame[L-first]    .*** .***
Group[I-S] þ Frame[L-last]    .** .***
Group[S-I] þ Frame[L-first]    . (n.s.) . (n.s.)
Group[S-I] þ Frame[L-last]    .** .***
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To conclude, participants showed more Natural responses than L-shaped
responses globally, with consistent results across participants and across items
(as shown in Figure 2 (Portuguese) and Figure 3(a)). There were significantly
more Natural responses whether probed for the 1SG.IND or for the 2SG.SBJ, with the
effect being even stronger in the latter group. There were significantly more
Natural responses whether the wug verb was 1st conjugation or 2nd conjugation,
with the effect being even stronger in the former group. There were significantly
more Natural responses whether the L-shaped form was presented first or last in
the frame, with the effect being even stronger in the former group. There were
significantly more Natural responses across all three Places of articulation, with
no real differences among these three groups. Finally, there were significantly
more Natural responses across most combinations of Frame and Group, with a
weak primacy effect in only specific combinations, which slightly lowered the
rate of Natural responses but still retained their numerical primacy.

4.2 Interim conclusion: European Portuguese

Neither group displayed results compatible with the predictions of the L-mor-
phome theory. Speakers given a chance to base the 2SG.SBJ form on the 1.IND form
largely did not do so, preferring instead to maintain paradigmatic uniformity
across Persons. Speakers given a chance to base the 1.IND form on the 2.SBJ also
largely did not do so, showing instead a preference for uniformity within Mood.
Put differently, given a choice between applying a diagonal syncretism pattern
that is robustly present in the lexicon or a horizontal/vertical pattern that is
favored from the point of view of morphological naturalness, participants as a
whole opted for the latter.

We wish to remark here on the fact that as Figure 2 (Portuguese) shows, 35%
of participants used the L-shape responses more than the Natural responses.
What explains this subgroup of participants, as opposed to the majority? Were
these people more metalinguistically aware – what made them more ‘in tune’
with the L-shaped pattern found in the lexicon? It is worth remarking that all the
participants were recruited through a computer-based social network of edu-
cated adults, and therefore, although we do not have any way of knowing for
sure, some of them might have explicitly been taught that one ‘builds the
subjunctive on the basis of the first person singular’, as is formulated in tradi-
tional grammars. We will return to this point in the general discussion.

As shown in the detailed results in Table 3 (the results are entirely parallel in
the F1 analysis in Table 2), even though a very wide range of experimental
manipulations were conducted with the stimuli and their mode of presentation,
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none of these modulated the core finding: participants prefer the Natural response
to the L-Shape response, thereby providing no evidence for the L-Morphome as
having an effect in the online production of novel inflected forms. As Figure 3(a)
shows, the items were very well-constructed and consistent, with no Place effect –
it doesn’t matter whether participants saw a phonological alternation involving
labials, or coronals, or velars. It also doesn’t matter whether they see the putative
L-shaped base first or last, and even more importantly, it doesn’t matter whether
the novel verb was drawn from the 1st conjugation or the 2nd conjugation. For any
of these cases, Natural responses won out – namely basing the form of the 2SG.SBJ
on the 2SG.IND (thereby maintaining identity across Persons), or basing the 1SG.IND
on the 2SG.SBJ (and thereby maintaining identity within Mood). This latter point
deserves a bit more elaboration: one might think that the L-morphome is alive and
kicking, but only works in one direction (say, from the 1SG.IND to the subjunctive
forms, but not vice versa). This wasn’t the case, however: in either direction, a
Natural response was preferred – even when the Naturalness bias varied between
being Person or Mood – in short, anything that ‘makes sense’ grammatically will
be latched onto instead of an arbitrary L-morphome. However, the bias within
Person (e.g. the IS group) was slightly stronger than that within Mood (the SI
group). We will return to an interpretation of a stronger bias for Person than Mood
in the context of the General Discussion in Section 7.

In terms of other comparisons, it should be noted that the Natural
responses emerge even more easily in the 1st conjugation than the 2nd –
which is to be expected – but crucially emerge in both. In other words,
while one might expect the Morphome effect to be confined to the 2nd con-
jugation (as well as the 3rd conjugation), and hence be absent outside of this
context, in fact it was absent in both. In short, whether the phonology (place
of articulation), morphology (conjugation class), or morphosyntax (direction
of implication, e.g. from indicative to subjunctive) are manipulated, nothing
helps the L-morphome to get its head out over the parapet. Finally, the
sentential frames had no confounding effect – no general theory of primacy
or recency can explain the effects, which hold stably across combinations of
order of presentation and item.

5 Replication in Italian

In the previous section, we reported the finding that the L-morphome was not
sufficiently strong enough to show any consistent effect in experimental tasks
with novel inflecting verbs in contexts where it is predicted that it should be
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used. But one could always counterargue that Portuguese may not be the ‘right’
Romance language for this test. Portuguese, one might say, doesn’t have enough
L-morphomes in its lexicon to provide support. Or perhaps the problem is that
the alternations we showed were based on consonantal morphophonology,
rather than vowels, as the latter are perhaps more entrenched than the former
in contemporary Portuguese (John Charles Smith, pers. comm.). Perhaps there
are other reasons having to do with the particulars of the subjunctive in
Portuguese that led to less evidence for the L-shaped morphome as synchroni-
cally productive. To address all of these potential objections, we aimed to
conduct the same basic task but to vary other independent variables.
(Anticipating the results, however, the unproductiveness of the L-shaped mor-
phome does not turn out to be unique to Portuguese). We chose Italian, another
Romance language for which the L-morphome has been proposed, as shown
below:

() ‘to come’ IND SBJ

sg veng-o veng-a
sg vien-i veng-a
sg vien-e veng-a

We maintained the same basic design and length as the Portuguese version of the
experiment, but introduced a new factor, namely consonant-based versus vowel-
based morphomic correspondence. Indeed, as some literature (e.g. Steriade 2008)
has proposed, certain cases of ‘unnatural’ base selection may be more widespread
with consonant-based factors (e.g. presence or absence of palatalization) as
opposed to vowel-based ones, for reasons that we do not yet understand. For
these reason, we included a high vowel/mid vowel alternation e.g. mopp-o ,
mupp-i) of the type found in Romance languages (e.g. Portuguese itself) – though
not in Standard Italian. We contrasted this with a consonantal alternation
between stops and nasals (e.g. svip-o , svim-i) (where stop/nasal alternations
are used for inflectional distinctions in the Celtic languages) in order to see
whether L-shaped responses fared better in one or the other of these. This factor,
equally balanced in our experimental items (as we did with Place in Portuguese,
above), is henceforth referred to as Alternation (Nasal vs Vowel). Conjugation
class was discarded as a factor, as the 1st and 2nd person present indicative are
not distinct among conjugation classes in Italian. Where distinguished (in the
subjunctive), we employed unambiguously 2nd conjugation verbs, to favor the
likelihood of L-shaped responses. Representative fillers and stimuli are thus as
follows, where we balanced between presentation of frame (L-first vs. L-last)
within these as well, as we did for Portuguese (see (5) vs (6) and (7) vs (8)).
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() Io muppo ogni giorno, ma tu moppi soltanto una volta alla settimana. È
meglio che anche tu ____ più frequentemente.
‘I muppoSG.IND every day, but you moppiSG.IND only once a week. It’s
better if you, too, ____SG.SBJ more frequently’

() Tu quando svimi? Spero che tu non svipa troppo tardi. Così ____ anch’io
in contemporanea.
‘When do you svimiSG.IND? I hope you don’t svipa too late. In that case,
I’ll ____SG.IND at the same time.’

Before the experiment, participants were presented with instructions that were
adapted translations of the following: ‘‘You will be presented with examples of
invented verbs, such as io marbo, tu marbi. Then you will see a sentence with a
blank space. Your task is to fill in the blank with the appropriate form of the verb”.

5.1 Results: Italian

The same analysis procedure was used as in the case of Portuguese. We per-
formed a participant analysis (an F1-analysis) and an item analysis (an F2-
analysis) with non-parametric paired t-tests. This allowed us to examine if the
two responses (L-shaped or Natural) were significantly different and which
response is preferred. Secondly, we aimed to identify any significant predictors
for the responses with mixed-effects modelling. Finally, we again performed
participant analyses and item analyses on the subsets of the data, divided by
each significant predictor. This latter method allow us to identify if the prefer-
ence of a particular response would still hold after taking into account other
factors. After preprocessing the responses in the method described for
Portuguese, we were left with 135 participants and 1,996 responses.

5.1.1 F1-F2 analyses: Italian

To visualise the response preference by participant and by item, we applied a
log ratio metric with Laplace smoothing with the two response types, a log ratio
between the number of Natural responses and the number of L-shaped
responses. Figure 2 (Italian) shows a by-participant plot, while Figure 3(b)
shows a by-item plot. Figure 2 shows that there is strong preference for
Natural responses by participant. The majority of the participants (72.5%, 98
out of 135) have such a preference, as indicated by their positive log ratio. The
average of the log-ratio across all participants is 0.97 which lies in the positive
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range. The paired Wilcoxon signed rank test suggested that the two responses
differed significantly, with more Natural responses than L-shape responses (Wþ:
6,999.5, W−: 1,001.5, N: 135, p ¼ 2:76� 10�13���).

Figure 3(b) shows that there is strong preference for Natural responses by
item. All of the items (100%, 31 out of 31) have such a preference indicated by
their positive log ratio. The average of the log-ratio across all items is 0.86,
which lies in the positive range. The paired Wilcoxon signed rank test suggested
that the two responses differed significantly, with more Natural responses than
L-shaped responses (Wþ: 528, W−: 0, N: 32, p ¼ 8:22� 10�7���).

Our F1 and F2 analyses together indicate that the L-shaped response is not
preferred and there is an overwhelming bias to the more Natural response.
Having evaluated our responses by participant and by item, in the next section,
mixed-effects models are used to identify any potential predictors that have an
effect on the response preferences we found.

The glmer function from lme4 (Bates et al. 2014) in R (R Core Team 2013) was
used to construct logistic mixed-effects models, with the bobyqa optimizer. The
predictee and predictors are listed below.

Predictee: Response (L-shaped vs. Natural)

Predictors of fixed effects: Group (I ! S vs. S ! I), Frame (L-shaped last vs. L-shaped first),
and Alternation (Nasal vs. Vowel). All predictors were dummy coded.

Predictors of random effects: Participant and Item

Appendix 1 describes the procedure for arriving at the best model. Once this
process was completed, R2

GLMM , the percentage of variance explained by the
model, was calculated (Nakagawa and Schielzeth 2013; Johnson 2014; Barto
2014) with marginal R2

GLMM yielding 3.65% and conditional R2
GLMM yielding

38.9%. Marginal R2
GLMM represents the variance explained by fixed factors and

conditional R2
GLMM represents the variance explained by both fixed and random

factors. The conditional R2
GLMM shows that a majority of the variance in the data,

61.1%, remained to be explained and thus indicates that the global difference
between the L-shape and Natural responses cannot be fully captured by design-
specific factors.

The complete summary of the final model is shown in Table 4. This model
contains the following significant predictors: Group (namely S-I or I-S) and
Alternation (Nasal vs. Vowel). The factor Frame (L-first or L-last within the
frame) was not significant on its own, but there were significant terms between
Group and Frame (L-first or L-last within the frame), and between Frame and
Alternation, as well as a three-way interaction between Group, Frame and
Alternation. In the next section, the F1-F2 analyses will be repeated with subsets
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of the data based on these predictors, which follows the procedure above of
splitting the data into multiple groups and analysing the significance of the
Natural preference within each.

5.1.2 F1-F2 analyses with subset data: Italian

To evaluate whether the L-shape pattern is preferred or not given these pre-
dictors, we applied a series of non-parametric paired t-tests on the data by
Participant and Item with the same subsetting approach as before. In the F1
and F2 analyses of Portuguese, we performed two-tailed tests, which analyse
statistical significance regardless of the direction of the relationship. This deci-
sion is justified by the fact that we had no a priori knowledge of the expected
direction for each and every one of the predictors. Unlike the F1 and F2 analyses
of Portuguese, for Italian we performed one-tailed tests, which analyse statistical
significance in the one direction of interest, as the analyses of Portuguese
provided an a priori expected direction of interest.

Table 5 summarises the results of the F1-analyses. Table 6 summarises the
results of the F2-analyses. In this series of F1 and F2 analyses with different

Table 4: Best mixed-effects model – Italian.

Fixed effects Estimate SE z pð> zj jÞ
(Intercept) –. . –. . × 

–***
Group[I-S] . . . .**
Frame[L-last] . . . .
Alternation[Vowel Lower] . . . .*
Group[I-S]:Frame[L-last] –. . –. .þ

Group[I-S]:Alternation[Vowel Lower] –. . –. .
Frame[L-last]:Alternation[Vowel Lower] –. . –. .***
Group[I-S]:Frame[L-last]:Alternation[Vowel Lower] . . . .**
���p<0:001, ��p<0:01, �p<0:05, þp<0:1

Random effects Variance

Participant.(Intercept) .
Item.(Intercept) .
Residual .

Data size N

Observations ,
Participants 

Items 
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subsets of the data, we found that in every individual row in these tables there
was a significant difference between the two responses, with more
Natural responses than L-shaped responses. Summarizing, in Italian the
Natural responses were chosen significantly more than L-shaped responses
overall, and in individual subgroups, whether analysed separately within the
consonantal items (stop , nasal alternations), within the vocalic items (mid,
high alternations), whether analysed separately by Group (probed for the 2SG.SBJ
or proved for the 2SG.IND), whether analysed by Frame on its own or in two-way
interactions, and in the overwhelming majority of three-way interactions
between group, frame, and alternation type. Whether the phonology (place of
articulation), morphophonology (vowel height alternation or consonantal man-
ner alternation), or morphosyntax (direction of implication, e.g. from indicative
to subjunctive) are manipulated, the L-morphome is always trumped by the
Natural response in Italian. Indeed, as Figure 2 (Italian) shows, 72.5% of the
participants chose the Natural response more often than the unnatural morpho-
mic one, and as Figure 3(b) shows, the consistency of Natural responses held

Table 5: F1-analyses with subset data – Italian.

Subset N Wþ W− p (one-tailed)

Group[I-S]  ,. . .***
Group[S-I]  ,  . � 

–***

Alternation[Nasal]  ,  . � 
–***

Alternation[Vowel]  ,  . � 
–***

Group[I-S] þ Frame[L-first]  ,. . .**
Group[I-S] þ Frame[L-last]  ,. . .***
Group[S-I] þ Frame[L-first]  ,. . . � 

–***
Group[S-I] þ Frame[L-last]  ,  . � 

–***

Frame[L-first] þ Alternation[Nasal]  ,  . � 
–***

Frame[L-first] þ Alternation[Vowel]  ,  .***
Frame[L-last] þ Alternation[Nasal]  ,. . . � 

–***
Frame[L-last] þ Alternation[Vowel]  ,  . � 

–***

Group[I-S] þ Frame[L-first] þ Alternation[Nasal]  . . .*
Group[I-S] þ Frame[L-first] þ Alternation[Vowel]  . . .*
Group[I-S] þ Frame[L-last] þ Alternation[Nasal]    .**
Group[I-S] þ Frame[L-last] þ Alternation[Vowel]  . . .**
Group[S-I] þ Frame[L-first] þ Alternation[Nasal]    . � 

–***
Group[S-I] þ Frame[L-first] þ Alternation[Vowel]    .**
Group[S-I] þ Frame[L-last] þ Alternation[Nasal]    . � 

–***
Group[S-I] þ Frame[L-last] þ Alternation[Vowel]    . � 

–***
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across items quite consistently. Interestingly, the bias within Person (e.g. the IS
group) was less strong than that within Mood (the SI group) for the Italian
participants.

5.2 Interim conclusion: Italian

Italian speakers were no more likely to prefer the L-morphome than a Natural
response than European Portuguese speakers, despite the fact that L-morphomic
examples run rampant throughout the history of Italian and in present day
synchronic forms, as shown by Maiden (2005). Nonetheless, when given an
opportunity to extend this pattern of diagonal syncretism to novel verbs that
have a distinct 1SG.IND and 2SG.IND form (or a distinct 2SG.IND and 2SG.SBJ form),
speakers did not do so, no matter the whether the forms differed in a conso-
nantal or vocalic alternation.

Table 6: F2-analyses with subset data – Italian.

Subset N Wþ W− p (one-tailed)

Group[I-S]    . � 
–***

Group[S-I]    . � 
–***

Alternation[Nasal]    .***
Alternation[Vowel]    .***

Group[I-S] þ Frame[L-first]    . � 
–***

Group[I-S] þ Frame[L-last]  . . . � 
–***

Group[S-I] þ Frame[L-first]   . . � 
–***

Group[S-I] þ Frame[L-last]    . � 
–***

Frame[L-first] þ Alternation[Nasal]    .***
Frame[L-first] þ Alternation[Vowel]  . . .***
Frame[L-last] þ Alternation[Nasal]    .***
Frame[L-last] þ Alternation[Vowel]    .***

Group[I-S] þ Frame[L-first] þ Alternation[Nasal]    .***
Group[I-S] þ Frame[L-first] þ Alternation[Vowel]  . . .**
Group[I-S] þ Frame[L-last] þ Alternation[Nasal]    .***
Group[I-S] þ Frame[L-last] þ Alternation[Vowel]    .**
Group[S-I] þ Frame[L-first] þ Alternation[Nasal]    .***
Group[S-I] þ Frame[L-first] þ Alternation[Vowel]  . . .***
Group[S-I] þ Frame[L-last] þ Alternation[Nasal]    .***
Group[S-I] þ Frame[L-last] þ Alternation[Vowel]    .***
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6 Replication and test of person in Spanish

Beyond replication in a third language, we sought to investigate a new inde-
pendent variable, given potential objections to our previous results, that often
go along the following lines. Perhaps we have indeed shown that Uniform-
Person trumps the L-shape – but maybe the L-shape is still present in speakers’
minds, it’s just overshadowed by other, stronger biases. For this reason, we
compared generalization of 1SG.IND and 2SG.IND with 2SG.SBJ versus 1SG.IND and 2SG.
IND with 3SG.SBJ, the idea being that the 3SG.SBJ is a different person from 2SG.IND
and hence might allow the L-shape to exert its force. In other words, we decided
to explore the L-morphome in a third language, Spanish, maintaining the same
basic comparison of diagonal syncretism against natural syncretism:

() ‘to hear’ IND SBJ

sg oig-o oig-a
sg oy-es oig-as
sg oy-e oiga-a

The new manipulation however was the following: when the 1SG.IND and 2SG.IND
form are provided and, by contrast, the 3SG.SBJ is probed, Uniformity of PERSON

makes no specific prediction, while the L-Morphome theory predicts use of
the 1SG.IND base. In a sense, testing the I ! S3 condition potentially gives the
L-Morphome theory its best chance, as we are comparing one diagonal syncret-
ism against another. We had 15 items and 15 fillers, much like the Portuguese
experiment, with the distribution of stop and fricative alternants reversed (stop
in 2SG.IND, fricative in L-shaped forms), to additionally test whether a blanket
preference for fricatives was responsible for those results.

We compared I! S2 in frames such as (14) and I! S3 in frames such as (15).

() Tú llutes solamente con la mano derecha, pero yo lluso con cualquier
mano. Es necesario que ____ con las dos manos para que así seas más
productivo.
‘You llutesSG.IND only with your right hand, and but I llusoSG.IND with
either hand. It’s necessary that you ____SG.SBJ with both hands in order
to be more productive.’

() El periódico local dice que yo mifo desastrosamente. Tú mipes bien, pero
el periódico no dice nada de ti directamente. Pero dijeron que esperan
que mi hijo ____ como tú en la competición.
‘The local newspaper says that I mifoSG.IND disastrously. You mipesSG.
IND well, but the newspaper did not mention you directly. However, they
said they hope that my son ____SG.SBJ like you in the competition.’
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Before the experiment, participants were presented with instructions that were
adapted translations of the following: ‘‘You will be presented with examples of
invented verbs, such as yo tulo, tú tules. Then you will see a sentence with a
blank space. Your task is to fill in the blank with the appropriate form of the
verb”.

6.1 Results: Spanish

The same analysis procedure was used as in the case of Portuguese and Italian.
After preprocessing and cleaning the responses, we were left with 107 partici-
pants and 1,539 responses.

6.1.1 F1-F2 analyses: Spanish

To visualise the response preference by participant and by item, we applied
a log ratio metric with Laplace smoothing with the two response types, log
(the number of Natural responses/the number of L-shape responses).
See Figure 2 (Spanish) for a by-participant plot, and Figure 3(c) for a
by-item plot.

Figure 2 (Spanish) shows that there is strong preference for Natural
responses by participant. The majority of the participants (71.9%, 77 out of
107) have such a preference indicated by their positive log ratio. The average
of the log-ratio across all participants is 0.75 which lies in the positive range.
The paired Wilcoxon signed rank test suggested that the two responses differed
significantly, with more Natural responses than L-shape responses (Wþ:
4,306.5, W−: 844.5, N: 107, p ¼ 4:43� 10�9���).

Figure 3(c) shows that there is strong preference for Natural responses
by item. All of the items (100%, 15 out of 15) have such a preference
indicated by their positive log ratio. The average of the log-ratio across all
participants is 0.68 which lies in the positive range. The paired Wilcoxon
signed rank test indicated that the two responses differed significantly, with
more Natural responses than L-shape responses (Wþ: 120, W−: 0, N: 15,
p¼ 0:0007229���).

Our F1 and F2 analyses together suggested that the L-shape response is not
preferred and that there is an overwhelming bias to the more Natural response.
Having evaluated our responses by participant and by item, in the next section,
mixed-effects models were used to identify any potential predictors that have an
effect on the response preferences we found.
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The glmer function from lme4 (Bates et al. 2014) in R (R Core Team 2013) was
used to construct logistic mixed-effects models, with the bobyqa optimizer. The
predictee and predictors are listed below.

Predictee: Response (stop (non-L-shaped) vs. fricative (L-shaped))

Predictors of fixed effects: Group (I ! S vs. S ! I), Frame (L-shaped last vs. L-shaped first),
Person (2nd vs. 3rd), and Place (coronal, labial, velar). All predictors were dummy-coded
with the exception of Place which was sum-coded since there were 3 places.

Predictors of random effects: Participant and Item

Appendix 1 describes the procedure for arriving at the best model. Once this process
was completed, R2

GLMM , the percentage of variance explained by the model, was
calculated (Nakagawa and Schielzeth 2013; Johnson 2014; Barto 2014) with mar-
ginal R2

GLMM yielding 5.8% and conditional R2
GLMM yielding 49.4%. Marginal R2

GLMM

represents the variance explained by fixed factors and conditional R2
GLMM represents

the variance explained by both fixed and random factors. The conditional R2
GLMM

shows that a majority of the variance in the data, 50.6%, remained to be explained
and thus indicates that the global difference between the L-shape and Natural
responses cannot be fully captured by design-specific factors.

The complete summary of the final model is shown in Table 7. The model
suggests the following significant predictors: Group, Place, Group:Place, Frame:
Place, Group:Frame:Place and Group:Place:Person. In the next section, the F1-F2
analyses will be repeated with a subset of the data by each of these predictors in
turn, which follows the procedure above of splitting the data into multiple
groups and analysing the significance of the Natural preference within each.

6.1.2 F1-F2 analyses with subset data: Spanish

To evaluate whether the L-shaped pattern is preferred or not given these pre-
dictors, we applied a series of non-parametric paired t-tests on the data by
Participant and Item with the same subsetting approach as before.

Table 8 summarises the results of the F1-analyses. Table 9 summarises the
results of the F2-analyses. In this series of F1 and F2 analyses with different
subsets of the data, we found that a majority of the tests yielded a significant
difference between the two responses, with more Natural responses than
L-shaped responses. For example, in Table 8, the preference for Natural
responses holds significantly in both directions of generalization (1SG.IND to a
subjunctive form and vice-versa), across all places of articulation, and across all
interactions of these two factors. It also holds across all interactions of Frame
type (L-first vs. L-last) and Place. As for the three-way interactions, the
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preference holds numerically across all of them, and holds significantly across 9
of the 12 Group:Frame:Place interactions and significantly across 8 of the 12
Group:Person:Place interactions. For those for which it does not hold signifi-
cantly, the Wþ and W− values still showed that there was a tendency for more
Natural responses than L-shaped responses, and there is no interpretable trend
among the ones that do not – for example, why should there be a weaker

Table 7: Best mixed-effects model – Spanish.

Fixed effects Estimate SE z pð> zj jÞ
(Intercept) –. . –. .**
Group[I-S] –. . –. .*
Frame[L-last] –. . –. .
Place[Cor. vs. All Places] –. . –. .*
Place[Lab. vs. All Places] . . . .
Person[rd] . . . .
Group[I-S]:Frame[L-last] –. . –. .
Group[I-S]:Person[rd] . . . .
Group[I-S]:Place[Cor. vs. All Places] . . . .**
Group[I-S]:Place[Lab. vs. All Places] –. . –. .
Frame[L-last]:Place[Cor. vs. All Places] . . . .þ

Frame[L-last]:Place[Lab. vs. All Places] –. . –. .*
Place[Cor. vs. All Places]:Person[rd] . . . .
Place[Lab. vs. All Places]:Person[rd] –. . –. .
Group[I-S]:Frame[L-last]:Place[Cor. vs. All Places] –. . –. .*
Group[I-S]:Frame[L-last]:Place[Lab. vs. All Places] . . . .*
Group[I-S]:Place[Cor. vs. All Places]:Person[rd] –. . –. .*
Group[I-S]:Place[Lab. vs. All Places]:Person[rd] . . . .
���p<0:001, ��p<0:01, �p<0:05, þp<0:1

Random effects Variance

Participant.(Intercept) .
Participant.Group[I-S] .
Participant.Frame[L-last] .
Participant.Place[Cor. vs. All Places] .
Participant.Place[Lab. vs. All Places] .
Item.(Intercept) .
Residual .

Data size N

Observations ,
Participants 

Items 
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Table 8: F1-analyses with subset data – Spanish.

Subset N W+ W− p (one-tailed)

Group[I-S]  ,. . . × 
–***

Group[S-I]  . . .***

Place[Coronal]  , , . × 
–***

Place[Labial]  , , . × 
–***

Place[Dorsal]  , , . × 
–***

Group[I-S] + Place[Coronal]  ,  . × 
–***

Group[I-S] + Place[Labial]  ,  .**
Group[I-S] + Place[Dorsal]  ,  . × 

–***
Group[S-I] + Place[Coronal]  ,  . × 

–***
Group[S-I] + Place[Labial]    .**
Group[S-I] + Place[Dorsal]    .*

Frame[L-first] + Place[Coronal]  ,. . . × 
–***

Frame[L-first] + Place[Labial]  , , .**
Frame[L-first] + Place[Dorsal]  ,  . × 

–***
Frame[L-last] + Place[Coronal]  ,. ,. . × 

–***
Frame[L-last] + Place[Labial]  ,. ,. . × 

–***
Frame[L-last] + Place[Dorsal]  , , . × 

–***

Group[I-S] + Frame[L-first] + Place[Coronal]    .***
Group[I-S] + Frame[L-first] + Place[Labial]    .***
Group[I-S] + Frame[L-first] + Place[Dorsal]  . . . × 

–***
Group[I-S] + Frame[L-last] + Place[Coronal]  . . .***
Group[I-S] + Frame[L-last] + Place[Labial]  . . .*
Group[I-S] + Frame[L-last] + Place[Dorsal]  ,. . . × 

–***
Group[S-I] + Frame[L-first] + Place[Coronal]  . . .***
Group[S-I] + Frame[L-first] + Place[Labial]    .(n.s.)
Group[S-I] + Frame[L-first] + Place[Dorsal]  . . .þ

Group[S-I] + Frame[L-last] + Place[Coronal]  . . .**
Group[S-I] + Frame[L-last] + Place[Labial]    . × 

–***
Group[S-I] + Frame[L-last] + Place[Dorsal]  . . .þ

Group[I-S] + Person[nd] + Place[Coronal]    .*
Group[I-S] + Person[nd] + Place[Labial]  . . .**
Group[I-S] + Person[nd] + Place[Dorsal]    .***
Group[I-S] + Person[rd] + Place[Coronal]  . . .***
Group[I-S] + Person[rd] + Place[Labial]    .þ

Group[I-S] + Person[rd] + Place[Dorsal]    .***
Group[S-I] + Person[nd] + Place[Coronal]    . × 

–***
Group[S-I] + Person[nd] + Place[Labial]    .*
Group[S-I] + Person[nd] + Place[Dorsal]  . . .þ

Group[S-I] + Person[rd] + Place[Coronal]    .(n.s.)
Group[S-I] + Person[rd] + Place[Labial]  . . .þ

Group[S-I] + Person[rd] + Place[Dorsal]  . . .(n.s.)
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Table 9: F2-analyses with subset data – Spanish.

Subset N W+ W− p (one-tailed)

Group[I-S]    .***
Group[S-I]  . . .**

Place[Coronal]    .*
Place[Labial]    .*
Place[Dorsal]    .*

Group[I-S] + Place[Coronal]    .*
Group[I-S] + Place[Labial]    .*
Group[I-S] + Place[Dorsal]    .*
Group[S-I] + Place[Coronal]    .*
Group[S-I] + Place[Labial]    .þ

Group[S-I] + Place[Dorsal]  . . .(n.s.)

Frame[L-first] + Place[Coronal]    .*
Frame[L-first] + Place[Labial]    .þ

Frame[L-first] + Place[Dorsal]    .þ

Frame[L-last] + Place[Coronal]    .*
Frame[L-last] + Place[Labial]    .*
Frame[L-last] + Place[Dorsal]    .*

Group[I-S] + Frame[L-first] + Place[Coronal]    .*
Group[I-S] + Frame[L-first] + Place[Labial]    .*
Group[I-S] + Frame[L-first] + Place[Dorsal]    .*
Group[I-S] + Frame[L-last] + Place[Coronal]    .*
Group[I-S] + Frame[L-last] + Place[Labial]  . . .þ

Group[I-S] + Frame[L-last] + Place[Dorsal]    .*
Group[S-I] + Frame[L-first] + Place[Coronal]    .*
Group[S-I] + Frame[L-first] + Place[Labial]    .(n.s.)
Group[S-I] + Frame[L-first] + Place[Dorsal]    .(n.s.)
Group[S-I] + Frame[L-last] + Place[Coronal]    .*
Group[S-I] + Frame[L-last] + Place[Labial]    .*
Group[S-I] + Frame[L-last] + Place[Dorsal]  . . .(n.s.)

Group[I-S] + Person[nd] + Place[Coronal]    .*
Group[I-S] + Person[nd] + Place[Labial]    .*
Group[I-S] + Person[nd] + Place[Dorsal]    .*
Group[I-S] + Person[rd] + Place[Coronal]    .*
Group[I-S] + Person[rd] + Place[Labial]    .þ

Group[I-S] + Person[rd] + Place[Dorsal]    .*
Group[S-I] + Person[nd] + Place[Coronal]    .*
Group[S-I] + Person[nd] + Place[Labial]    .*
Group[S-I] + Person[nd] + Place[Dorsal]    .(n.s.)
Group[S-I] + Person[rd] + Place[Coronal]    .þ

Group[S-I] + Person[rd] + Place[Labial]  . . .(n.s.)
Group[S-I] + Person[rd] + Place[Dorsal]    .(n.s.)
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preference for Natural responses when the alternating consonant is labial, and the
direction of implication is from subjunctive to 1SG.IND but not in the other Labial
conditions and not when the L-shaped congener appears last? Overall, our sub-
setting analyses confirmed our initial analyses that there is an overwhelming bias
to the more natural response. The same remarks are true of the F2 analyses in
Table 9.

As the Spanish experiment included a new experimental manipulation
specifically aimed at the effects of Person in the subjunctive, namely comparing
the amount of L-shaped responses with the 2.sg subjunctive vs. 3sg. subjunctive,
we were interested in subset-based analyses of this comparison, even though the
main effect of Person was not significant to begin with. Specifically, we wanted
to examine the amount of L-shaped vs. Natural responses graphically depicted
in the four scenarios illustrated in Figure 4. As shown in Tables 10 and 11, the
Natural response was significantly chosen in all four, in both F1 and F2 analyses.

Figure 4: Schematic representation of Group:Person combinations.

Table 10: F1-analyses with data subsetted by Group and Person – Spanish.

Subset N W+ W− p (one-tailed)

Group[I-S] + Person[nd]  . . .***
Group[I-S] + Person[rd]  . . .***
Group[S-I] + Person[nd]    .***
Group[S-I] + Person[rd]    .*
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6.2 Interim conclusion: Spanish

The overall results from Spanish are largely similar to those of the preceding two
experiments: speakers did not productively extend the L-morphome to novel
verbs. The present results, however, have an added twist particularly in the
I! S3 condition, which reveal that speakers do not go for the L-morphome
pattern, even when given their best chance to extend identity between the 1SG.
IND and 3SG.SBJ, as its ‘competitor’ base for derivation, the 2SG.IND, is also, on the
face of it, a diagonal syncretism. There are two possible interpretations of this
result. The first interpretation is that Uniformity of Person is more fine-grained,
and makes reference to identity of [-author] persons. Under this view, 2SG.IND and
3SG.SBJ still constitute a ‘horizontal’ syncretism, as they share a featural value
that defines the inflectional space, namely [-author]. Of course, this involves a
deliberate commitment to features such as [� participant] and [� author] as
dividing the featural space of Romance inflection, an assumption amply justified
elsewhere (see Nevins 2007, among others).

The second interpretation for why speakers do not go for the 1SG.IND as a
base for the 3SG.SBJ is that speakers are implicitly aware of the fact that the 1SG.IND
is an unreliable form, and deliberately avoid using it as a base of inflection, even
when the other option is not necessarily morphosyntactically more natural.
Formalizing language-particular avoidance biases of this sort presents particular
analytical challenges: speakers would seem to know that the 1SG.IND constitutes
an odd-man out, to be avoided as a base for any 2nd/3rd person forms. Evidence
from defective verbs such as Spanish asir ‘to grasp’ (Albright 2003) may provide
exactly this evidence, as verbs of this sort are defective in the 1SG.IND but not in
the 2SG.IND or 3SG.IND (unlike other defective verbs, e.g. abolir ‘to abolish’, which
are defective in all rhizotonic (e.g. present tense indicative) and in the present
subjunctive forms).

In fact, the two interpretations above need not be exclusive: the formaliza-
tion in terms of identity of [-author] persons might be the specific encoding of
the untrustworthiness of 1sg forms as a base for 2sg/3sg forms. For example, in

Table 11: F2-analyses with data subsetted by Group and Person – Spanish.

Subset N W+ W− p (one-tailed)

Group[I-S] + Person[nd]    .***
Group[I-S] + Person[rd]    .***
Group[S-I] + Person[nd]  . . .**
Group[S-I] + Person[rd]  . . .**
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Portuguese some 1SG.IND forms (e.g. dou ‘I give’, sei ‘I know’) are completely
anomalous, having a stem that is not fully shared among the subjunctive forms.
Thus, contra the way the L-morphome is formulated, in fact many speakers
might be actively avoiding the 1SG.IND as a base, precisely because it is a locus of
irregularity. We will return to this possibility in the general discussion. For now,
assuming that the person features underlying Romance inflection are in fact
[� author] and [� participant] (extensively justified on the basis of Person Case
Constraints in Romance in Nevins (2007)), the I! S3 condition in fact involves a
diagonal syncretism (the L-morphome) against a horizontal syncretism (two
identical values of the feature [-author], whether 2nd or 3rd person), and given
naturalness considerations, the latter wins out.

We also wish to highlight the potential here for alternative, grammatically-
based explanations for our results that may not have to do with Uniformity of
Mood per se. It may be the case, for example, that the 2SG.IND was always chosen
as the base of derivation instead of the 1SG.IND or the 2SG.SBJ because of general
markedness considerations, whereby the 2SG.IND is always the unmarked choice.
As such, it may be possible to formulate the grammatical pressure underlying
the choice of base in generalization tasks in terms of markedness, rather than
identity/faithfulness. Continued exploration of this alternative hypothesis would
require a forced choice among bases that pitted the 2SG.IND against a more
marked but non-L-shaped congener (e.g. 1PL.IND) or a less-marked but non-L-
shaped congener (e.g. 3SG.IND); as our results at present conduct only the direct
comparison between diagonal syncretism and horizontal/vertical syncretism (i.e.
identity), we cast our discussion in the latter terms.

7 Summary of experiments: general discussion

These experimental results reflect an underlearning of the ‘diagonal syncretism’
broadly found in Romance languages between the 1SG.IND and the 2SG.SBJ, and is
consistent with the conclusion that the aforementioned pattern is unnatural,
precisely in the sense that these two categories do not form a natural class to the
exclusion of, say, the 2SG.IND. As such the results are convergent with findings in
phonology that learners favour generalizations based on natural classes (see
Cristia et al. (2013) for a recent study in phonology), and indeed may be related
to broader results in cognitive science about the relative difficulty of learning
disjunctive generalizations (Bourne 1970; Feldman 2000).

In this section we will focus on similarities and differences in the experi-
mental results across the three languages, as a way of providing the reader with
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an overall discussion of whether the morphome is ‘equally unproductive’ in all
three languages, as well as some more general conclusions that are made
possible by considering the results in conjunction.

As noted at the end of Section 4, the overall trend in responses was for
Natural responses (e.g. those manifesting horizontal/vertical syncretisms) rather
than L-shaped responses (manifesting diagonal syncretisms) – a pattern that
held up whether one cuts the pie in terms of place of articulation, conjugation,
direction of prediction, and order of presentation. Moreover, analyses of
responses by item showed that no items were particularly more likely to under-
cut this trend than others. However, analyses of responses by participants
revealed that 35% of the European Portuguese respondents had a log ratio
with more L-morphome responses than Natural responses (where again,
‘Natural’ can be taken as a shorthand for ‘morphosyntactically motivated’).
What to make of the participants who tended towards more L-morphome
responses? As mentioned earlier, our hunch is that these participants may
have been ones with a greater amount of metalinguistic knowledge, perhaps
due to the demographics of our recruitment pool. In this respect, therefore, it
may be of interest to compare the percentage of such respondents in Italian at
27.5%, and in Spanish, at 28.1% – although we do not have any direct evidence
that bears on this point, it may be that, contrary to the original responses to our
initial work (Martin Maiden, pers. comm. and John Charles Smith, pers. comm.)
as mentioned in Section 5, European Portuguese in fact is the language in which
the L-morphome maintains its highest degree of productivity – diminished
though it may be. It is also instructive, therefore, to compare the variances
among participants in each language.

To compare the variances among participants in each language, the following
measure was used. The variances of the log-ratios of the overall responses were
calculated using the same raw values previously shown in Figure 2. We found that
European Portuguese has the lowest variance in the log-ratio responses by partici-
pant with the value 1.002, Spanish has higher variance than Portuguese with the
value 1.237, and finally Italian has the highest variance with the value 1.478. While
it is perhaps possible to extrapolate conclusions from these results about the
speech communities in which these languages are spoken (as reasonable as it
may seem to argue that, say, Italian has greater dialect variation as a whole than
Portuguese), we take the comparison at the very least to reflect the composition of
the homogeneity of our participant pools. In any case, Portuguese speakers across
a range of experimental manipulations within the F1 analyses chose Natural
responses over L-shaped ones. Our recruitment efforts were targeted towards
large numbers of participants (indeed, 250 participated in the Portuguese experi-
ment). Nonetheless, future work on the synchronic productivity of the L-morphome
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may wish to focus on fine-grained differences between specific populations (e.g.
diverse levels of educational attainment, elementary-school children, and so forth.2)
to see whether the number of L-morphome responses is even lower among such
groups. If in fact, studies of production or elicitation corpora were to reveal that
younger children make errors in which they employ the 2SG.IND stem within the
subjunctive, this would constitute complementary evidence against the synchronic
status of the L-morphome.

A second dimension in which the comparison of the results across these
different languages is potentially revealing for further research concerns differences
in the strength of Natural vs L-shaped responses in the different directions of
implication. The relative strength was estimated using a ratio of Wþ divided by
W− obtained in the F1 analyses (Table 2, Table 5 and Table 8) – the higher the Wþ/
W− ratio, the stronger the naturalness bias (the overall results are largely similar if
conducted based on the F2 analyses). As a reminder, Wþ is the sum of the ranks of
those pairs for which the number of Natural responses is higher than that of L-
shaped responses; W− is the sum of the ranks of those pairs for which the number
of Natural responses is lower than that of L-shaped responses. These ratios are
summarised in Table 12, which show that while Portuguese and Spanish had a
stronger Naturalness bias in the case of I ! S than S ! I, Italian had a stronger
Naturalness bias in the case of S ! I. Putting it differently, is Uniformity of Person
stronger than Uniformity within Mood in Spanish/Portuguese, while Uniformity of
Mood is stronger in Italian? While the grouping of Portuguese and Spanish as alike
in this respect is reassuring in terms of their status as sister Iberian languages, the
exact reasons for why this may hold merit further investigation. One potential line
of explanation may be that in Italian, the 1SG.SBJ, 2SG.SBJ, and 3SG.SBJ forms are all
identical even in their desinences (while Portuguese and Spanish as ‘sigmatic
plural’ languages have a distinct -s in the 2SG.SBJ form), and that this identity across
all form in the subjunctive strengthens the grammatical pull of Uniformity within
Mood in Italian.

Table 12: Strength of Naturalness bias between I ! S and S ! I.

Language I! S (Wþ/W−) S! I (Wþ/W−)

Portuguese . .
Italian . .
Spanish . .

2 We note however that the aim of exploring the L-morphome involves subjunctive forms, and
complete acquisition of the morphosyntactic environments that trigger the subjunctive may
impose a certain limit on how young participants can be.
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Our experiments were conducted across a range of segmental alternations
(spirantization, vowel raising, stop/nasal alternations), and the comparison
between Spanish and Portuguese was specifically designed in order to exclude
any low-level bias to the effect that participants simply preferred fricative-final
stems over stop-final stems, as the 2SG.IND had fricatives in Portuguese but stops
in Spanish. We emphasize here the importance of conducting these wug-tests
with novel segmental alternations as a specific test of the predictiveness of the
L-morphome – it is a specific hallmark of autonomous morphology approaches
that ‘morphomes’ are relations of abstract identity holding among unrelated
cells of a paradigm, and as such the specifics of whether the segmental alter-
nations in question are extant or not in the language is tangential to the
predictions of such theories. Given that the two stems in extant morphomic
forms can be quite divergent (e.g. ouç- , ouv-), there is no reason to restrict
experimental tests of the productivity of the morphome to phonological pro-
cesses already found in the language, and in fact, from a methodological point
of view, employing alternations already present in the language would invite
analogy with existing irregular forms rather than a true test of the productivity of
diagonal syncretism in the language – a point made in different terms in work
on the irregular past tense in English, such as Prasada and Pinker (1993). Now
that we have established, however, the unproductivity of the L-morphome,
potential future experiments could compare extant vs non-extant stem alterna-
tions in these languages – a possibility to which we will return in the general
conclusion in Section 9.

Turning to specific results from each language and their broader impor-
tance, we note the interest of the Spanish experiment probing for 3SG.SBJ forms,
in which speakers still actively avoided the 1SG.IND form as a base of derivation.
The predictions of a Romance inflectional identity bias among [-author] persons
now enables a series of experiments specifically designed to look at such
phenomena, some entirely within the indicative. As the experiments in this
paper have demonstrated the kind of unnatural identity relations that speakers
do not look for, we can now begin to investigate the ones they do. For example,
potential variants on our experiments could present speakers with the 1SG.IND
and the 2SG.IND and ask for the 1SG.SBJ form. If the 1SG.IND is truly avoided as a base
of derivation, one might expect a failure of the L-morphome to show up here as
well, even when its competitor is a different, unnatural diagonal syncretism.

In the experiment conducted with Portuguese, we compared the extent to
which speakers employed an L-shaped morphome with novel verbs from the 1st
conjugation versus novel verbs from the 2nd (or 3rd) conjugation. A possible
pattern of results one might have expected would be that L-shaped responses
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would be found in the 2nd conjugation (reflecting where they reside in the
lexicon), and not in the 1st. On the other hand, as shown in example (4), the
L-shaped pattern (i.e. the 1SG.IND stem predicts the 2SG.SBJ stem and vice-versa)
trivially holds in the 1st conjugation as well, so strictly speaking, if it is an
abstract grammatical principle of syncretism, we might expect it to hold there as
well. In the end of the day, as we saw, speakers in fact do not productively
extend the L-morphome pattern to novel verbs from either the 1st or 2nd con-
jugation, thereby rendering its synchronic status as a principle (as opposed to a
list of memorized exceptional forms) highly tenuous. Importantly, while the
specific experimental manipulation of conjugations (1st or 2nd) in modulating
the amount of L-shaped responses turned out to have no predictive effect in the
mixed-model analysis of the results, the status of (non-trivial) L-morphomes as
residing specifically in 2nd and 3rd conjugations has a major role to play in
understanding the history of this pattern in Romance, and its ultimate decline,
as we describe at length in the next section.

8 What led to the current decline of the
L-morphome?

Taken together, the results of these experiments conducted across three different
Romance languages with a variety of experimental manipulations and large
numbers of participants demonstrate that the L-shaped morphome is no longer
productively extended to the subjunctive. This would in turn support a view of
learning biases in morphology, whereby unnatural and disjunctive patterns are
biased against, and only can be learned with overwhelming amounts of evi-
dence to the learner that such biases should be overturned. While proposals
about the existence of ‘morphomes’ merit extremely strong evidence (just as
proposed phenomena in phonology which counter ‘natural’ trends do), and
while we have demonstrated above that the L-morphomes of Romance seem to
have little to no synchronic reality, these patterns did arise in the language at
some point in their history. As Maiden (2005) shows, the L-morphome pattern
was productive around 500 years ago, as it involved cases in which historically
non-morphomic verbs acquired this disjunctive distribution of stems. Accepting
for the sake of argument that the L-morphomes were semi-productive 500 years
ago (perhaps given overwhelming relative evidence to the learner) our experi-
mental results demonstrate that something has changed since then. In the next
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subsection, we report on a historical corpus study conducted in order to exam-
ine what might have led to the decline of the L-morphome.

When the L-shaped morphome was productive, new verbs were ushered into
this pattern. By contrast, in the twenty-first century, the diagonal syncretism
found in the morphomic verbs of the 2nd and 3rd conjugations (and trivially true
for even every regular verb in the language) is not extended to new verbs –
speakers instead impose a pattern of Uniformity of Person or Uniformity of Mood
that has less lexical support than the L-morphome, as the latter seems to have
lost its productivity. What changed since then? The answer we wish to explore
is, at first blush, deceptively simple: there are simply more verbs in the Romance
languages now than there were in the sixteenth century. This estimation of the
number of verbs is henceforth referred to as verb vocabulary size estimation. Of
course, having more verbs alone is not enough – what seems to have crucially
changed is the ratio of 1st conjugation verbs to 2nd/3rd conjugation verbs. This
estimation of the ratio of 1st to 2nd/3rd conjugation is henceforth referred to as
productivity estimation. While 1st conjugation verbs have always been more
productive, the difference between them and the 2nd/3rd conjugation verbs
has become more extreme over time – rather than having stayed at a stable
ratio of, say, 55% 1st conjugation over time, successive generations of learners
have allowed the rich to get richer, and the 1st conjugation to grow in proportion
over time at a rate beyond that of the 2nd/3rd conjugation. We conducted corpus
studies in Portuguese, Italian and Spanish, and found that for all three of these
languages, the proportion of 1st conjugation verbs to 2nd/3rd conjugation verbs
has increased over time. As a result, the salience of the L-morphomic patterns
found within the 2nd/3rd conjugation have ceased to receive the amount of
lexical support they need to survive, particularly in the face of the fact that it is
an unnatural distribution to begin with. Details of these corpus studies that
cannot be included within scope of the present article are to be found in Tang
and Nevins (2013), to which the reader is referred for a more extended report and
discussion. The main findings are summarised below.

8.1 Diachronic study: corpora

We examined the largest diachronic corpora available for the three languages, with
two corpora for each language. For Portuguese, they were Corpus do Português (45
million words, spanning the 1300s to the 1900s) (Davies and Ferreira 2006) and
Colonia (5.1 million words, spanning the early 1500s to the early 1900s) (Zampieri
and Becker 2013). For Italian, they were Google Italian Ngram (40 billion words,
spanning the early 1500s to the early 2000s) (Lin et al. 2012) and DiaCoris (20
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million words, spanning the late 1800s to the early 2000s) (Onelli et al. 2006). For
Spanish, they were Google Spanish Ngram (84 billion words, spanning the early
1500s to the early 2000s) (Lin et al. 2012) and IMPACT-es (8 million words,
spanning the late 1400s to the mid 1700s) (Sánchez-Martínez et al. 2013).

To estimate both the verb vocabulary size and productivity, the entire corpus
(either tokenized texts with frequency information or untokenized texts) is required
for offline processing, as opposed to being only searchable through an online
platform. This criterion ruled out one corpus per language, leaving us with
Colonia (Portuguese), Google Italian Ngram (Italian) and Google Spanish Ngram
(Spanish).3 The three corpora that were ruled out for the verb vocabulary size
estimation (Corpus do Português, DiaCoris and IMPACT-es) were used to estimate
productivity, since it is possible to exhaustively search for all the -ar, -er and -ir
words with wildcards. This allowed us to examine the consistency of the trends
obtained from the other corpora. Although not reported here, we found that the
same productivity trends remained robust across corpus type and size.

8.2 Diachronic study: method

To estimate the verb vocabulary size, we counted the words which were Part-Of-
Speech tagged as being a verb ending with -ar, -er or -ir (for Italian, they were
-are, -ere and -ire respectively). To estimate the productivity, we took the ratio of
-ar to -er/-ir.

When comparing verb vocabulary size across different periods, we must
consider the fact that the estimated size is a function of sample size (Baayen
2001), such that the larger the sample, the larger the estimated vocabulary
size. To tackle this artefact, first we divided the corpus by a fixed temporal
interval (an epoch) and the volume of each of these epochs, and performed
random simulations. Therefore, it is not the case that our findings are
simply the result of the fact that there are more texts available in more
recent periods. The details of this procedure are explained in the following
sections.

Firstly, to estimate changes over time, we compared the changes every N
years. In this study, we fixed the width of the epoch to 25 years. A 25-year
epoch is chosen based on two reasons – the time unit of a linguistic
generation and the size of the time span of interest. Generally, the size of

3 For Spanish, although the entire corpus is available for IMPACT-es, it was not selected on the
basis of both its small corpus size (8 million words compared to that of Google Spanish Ngram,
84 billion words) and narrow temporal span (1400s–1700s compared to that of Google Spanish
Ngram, 1500s–2000s).
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one generation is around 18 years, which is sufficient to provide indications
about the stability or change in the linguistic behaviour of an individual and
of the speech community (Paiva and Duarte 2013, p. 186). Given that the
time span of interest was around 500 years, we set the interval to a divisor
of 500.

Secondly, to compare across epochs, we equalised their volume to that of
one of the smallest epochs. For each epoch, we matched the overall number of
words (regardless of grammatical classes) when estimating verb vocabulary size,
and similarly we matched the overall number of verbs when estimating produc-
tivity. Concretely, say that for a given corpus, the epoch with the smallest
volume is 1500–1524, which contains 8,000 words/verbs, while the epoch with
the second smallest volume is 1525–1549, but contains an order of magnitude
more words, say 80,000 words/verbs. In this case, the 1525–1549 period would
be taken as the base epoch volume for all other periods, while the period 1500–
1524 would be removed in the analyses.

Finally, as each sample of the lexicon potentially contains a different
number of verbs (in the case of verb vocabulary estimations) or a different
number of verb types (in the case of productivity), we ran 100 random samples
on each of the Spanish and Italian corpora, and 1,000 random samples on the
Portuguese corpus, due to its smaller size.4

8.3 Diachronic study: results

As shown in Figure 5, in the period from 1525–1899 for European Portuguese, not
only has the number of verb types (the solid line) grown over time with fixed
vocabulary samples, but the ratio of -ar to -er/-ir has increased as well, as
indicated by the ‘mean productivity ratio’ (the dotted line). As the sample size
is fixed across epochs, but nonetheless the ratio of types within these equal
sample sizes, the results thus demonstrate a growing disparity between the ratio
of verbs in the first conjugation relative to those of the second and third
conjugation since the sixteenth century. Similar results are presented for
Italian from 1550–1974 in Figure 6 and Spanish from 1522–1996 in Figure 7.

In order to establish whether the trend of productivity is related to that of
verb vocabulary size or not, a non-parametric Kendall τ rank correlation analysis
was performed on Colonia, Google Italian Ngram and Google Spanish Ngram.5

4 We found that the results with only 100 random samples are consistent with those with 1,000
random samples.
5 A non-parametric correlation was chosen over a parametric correlation because of small N.
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Figure 6: Temporal trends of verb vocabulary size and productivity with changepoint analysis;
Language: Italian, Corpus: Google Italian Ngram, Size: 40 billion words, Epoch volume: 633,911
words (for verb vocabulary size estimation) and 5,456 verbs (for productivity estimation).

Figure 5: Temporal trends of verb vocabulary size and productivity with changepoint analysis;
Language: Portuguese, Corpus: Colonia, Size: 5.1 million words, Epoch volume: 114,173 words
(for verb vocabulary size estimation) and 1,252 verbs (for productivity estimation).
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The mean value (of all the random samples) was used. The results are as
follows: 1) Portuguese (Colonia): rτ ¼0.42, p¼0.0866; 2) Italian (Google
Ngram): rτ ¼0.49, p¼0.00393; 3) Spanish (Google Ngram): rτ ¼0.54,
p¼0.000793. There was a strong and significant correlation between verb
vocabulary size and productivity with the exception of Portuguese. Given the
relatively small corpus size of Colonia, it was not expected to be as revealing,
but nevertheless the correlation reached near-significance (p < 0.1). Visual
examination of the trends in Colonia showed that the epoch 1675–1699 is likely
to be an outlier in the estimation of productivity, and we found that the
correlation would reach significance (p < 0.05) after removing this outlier
epoch, yielding rτ ¼0.6, p¼0.0167.

Having established the relationship between verb vocabulary size and pro-
ductivity, the natural question to ask is when the amount of lexical support
began to have a substantial impact on productivity. We did so by examining the
trend in verb vocabulary further. Firstly, we observed the largest and most
consistent sudden increase in verb vocabulary size at around 1750 across the
three Romance languages. Secondly, we confirmed this sudden increase by
performing an objective changepoint statistical analysis.

The R package changepoint (Killick and Eckley 2011) was used. Changepoint
detection estimates the point(s) at which the statistical properties of a sequence
of observations change. On the whole, there are two kinds of algorithms: single

Figure 7: Temporal trends of verb vocabulary size and productivity with changepoint analysis;
Language: Spanish, Corpus: Google Spanish Ngram, Size: 84 billion words, Epoch volume:
242,466 words (for verb vocabulary size estimation) and 2,646 verbs (for productivity
estimation).
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or multiple changepoint detection. Due to the relatively small number of epochs,
the multiple changepoint detection method is not meaningful, since every epoch
would be treated a changepoint, and we therefore employed the single change-
point detection method, which determines at most one change. Since the corpus
data does not show a normal distribution, we selected Cumulative Sum (CUSUM)
test statistics (Page 1954), which have no distributional assumptions.

We applied the single change detection method with CUSUM statistics to the
mean values of the verb vocabulary size simulations for the Romance languages.
We found there was a statistical significant change in each of the corpora, with
the epochs at which this took place as follows. In the corresponding figures
(Figures 5–7), a change in mean is indicated by horizontal lines depicting the
mean value in different segments, where the disjunctures are the changepoints.
It is tempting to speculate that that the reason for this sudden jump in the
diversity of types in the lexicons of these languages is the result of the techno-
logical, medical, and educational innovations that followed in the wake of the
Industrial Revolution (although we note that the changepoint appears later for
Portuguese than Spanish and Italian, perhaps related to specific events in the
histories of these countries).

● Portuguese (Colonia) (Figure 5): 1825–18496

● Italian (Google Ngram) (Figure 6): 1775–1799
● Spanish (Google Ngram) (Figure 7): 1722–1746

Whatever the socioeconomic, cultural, and historical reasons for the changes
across the lexicon of verb types over these nearly six hundred years, the result is
a decreased representation of the 2nd and 3rd conjugations within the lexicon –
precisely the conjugations in which the irregular and unnatural morphomic
patterns reside. As a consequence, if indeed learners need increased evidence
in order to incorporate and actively uptake unnatural patterns, this lexical
support has dwindled over time. Even though many of the morphomic verbs
have maintained a very high token frequency (allowing them to survive as
memorized), their type frequency has diminished over time, and hence they go
unlearned as a generalizable pattern. When the distribution of irregular alter-
nations of this sort comes to be underrepresented and less salient in the lexicon
(cf. Yang 2005) through the intrusion over time of new verbs in a different class,
a morphologically unnatural pattern may cease to be productive.

To conclude, our diachronic corpus studies found that, while the 1st con-
jugation has always been more productive than the 2nd and 3rd conjugations,

6 The changepoint for Portuguese is the same with or without the exclusion of the outlier
epoch, 1675–1699, mentioned previously in the correlation analysis.
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over the last 500 years, it has become even more productive. Even though the
verbs that show ‘morphomic’ patterns maintain a very high token frequency to
this day, with the increase in the overall size of the lexicon and the 1st conjuga-
tion in particular, these verbs’ type frequency has taken a plummet, and we
contend that for this reason, the diagonal syncretisms present among this pocket
of verbs has come to be treated as a list of memorized forms, rather than the
result of an active principle of inflectional paradigm formation.

9 Conclusions, consequences, and further
directions

The overall interpretation of our experiments bears directly on whether indeed,
learning the patterns of inflectional paradigms is more than a data-driven
puzzle, and one which involves an observable role for preferences of some
types of syncretism over others. While the specific focus of the present investi-
gations was the L-morphome of Romance and its synchronic productivity, in
fact the question under study is not limited to the historical question of the
L-morphome per se, but to the unnaturalness (and hence underlearning) of
diagonal syncretisms more generally. The principle of featural decomposition,
presented in (1) at the outset of this paper, is a way of delimiting natural classes:
two (or more) inflectional forms that share a feature in common will constitute a
natural class, and thereby a natural domain for syncretism. Thus, 2SG.IND and 2SG.
SBJ share the same set of person features, while 2SG.IND and 1SG.IND share the same
set of mood features. By contrast, 1SG.IND and 2SG.SBJ don’t have any features in
common (to the exclusion, say, of all the other cells in the paradigm). Once the
set of forms that can potentially be identified as a natural class by means of
inflectional features are identified, the mechanisms that deliver ‘vertical’ (within
the same mood, in this case) or ‘horizontal’ (within the same person, in the case
at hand) syncretism can be formalized in a number of ways. A variety of
realizational morphological theories employ underspecification as a means of
formalizing syncretism (e.g. Halle and Marantz 1993; Stump 2001), whereby, say,
identical forms of 2nd person across moods would be formalized as exponents
that simply do not realize a specific feature of mood, remaining underspecified
along this dimension and thus compatible with either mood. By contrast, out-
put-oriented theories that evaluate the structure of entire paradigms also have
means of ensuring inflectional identity across certain dimensions (e.g.
Kenstowicz 1997; McCarthy 2005) by means of constraints relativized to
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dimensions such as Person and Mood. As mentioned in Section 7, the statement
of the L-morphome distribution would involve a disjunctive fractionation, refer-
ring to either the 1SG.IND or the entire SBJ column (alternatively, the 1SG forms
across moods or the entire SBJ), and disjunctive statements are by hypothesis
harder to learn and generalize.

It is important to underscore while the models above prescribe a metric for
morphological naturalness (in terms of the number of constraints, features, or
logical operators needed to specify the domain of syncretism), none of them
would assert that diagonal syncretism is ruled out by the theory; it is simply
biased-against in terms of complexity and naturalness. As we have stated above,
the L-morphome was, at one point in the history of the Romance languages,
thriving, despite its complexity and unnaturalness, and this is arguably because
of the high token frequency and salience of this pattern in the lexicon at this
point in time.

Such a case represents the kind of ‘Bayesian’ tradeoff between the prior
probability of the hypothesis (e.g. diagonal syncretisms will be biased
against) versus the likelihood of the data given the model (e.g. the amount
of raw evidence for such a pattern in the data). Apparently, the token
frequency (and the type frequency of the verbs displaying non-trivial L-
morphomes) was sufficiently high enough in the sixteenth century (as early
as our diachronic corpora stretch back to) so that even though the pattern
was unnatural then too, its ‘low prior’ was balanced out by significant
representativeness in the lexicon. Putting it more fancifully, if we had access
to a time machine and ran the exact same set of stimuli and task in the
experiments above in the sixteenth century (a time at which Maiden’s
(2005)’s observation about the L-morphome’s productivity had held), it is
entirely possible that participants would generalize the L-shaped morphome
at that moment in time in the experiment, as by hypothesis, the L-morphome
was an active principle of the grammar then, generalizable to novel forms at
that stage of the language. However, as shown in Section 8, the successive
over-representation of the 1st conjugation over the following five centuries
left these verbs as a handful of exceptional forms, which we contend had to
become memorized. In a sense, we are likening the L-morphome case to the
English irregular past tense under the model of Prasada and Pinker (1993) –
with the additional complexity that what is irregular is not the phonological
relation between the two stem forms, but their distribution within the para-
digm. As such, a dual-route mechanism would be entirely appropriate in
describing the set of experimental results we found for these synchronic
Romance languages – a mechanism of sporadic analogy and memorization
is responsible for the extant L-shaped forms, and rule-based generalization
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reveals itself only with productive extension to novel forms, regardless of
their phonological resemblance to the existing L-shaped forms. Indeed, one
reason to believe that the L-morphome was originally abstract (and not
purely analogical) in nature has to do with ‘defective’ forms, such as the
Portuguese and Spanish verbs abolir ‘to abolish’, which lack a form in both
the 1SG.IND and throughout the SBJ. As the ‘shared’ form in question in such
cases is actually ungrammaticality (i.e. a null, or ineffable allomorph), this
represents a high degree of abstract identity among the cells in question, as
opposed to analogical extension based on existing forms such as tengo ,
tienes or anything of the sort. We therefore contend that at the time that 3rd
conjugation verbs such as abolir became ‘defective’ in the language, the L-
morphome was still grammaticality active in the language as a principle
above and beyond the individual form of verbs themselves.7

A potential future experimental manipulation consistent with the present
line of discussion would be one that contrasted wug forms of the type we
employed above (e.g. mipo , mifes) with ones that bear high analogical resem-
blance to existing L-morphomic forms (e.g., say, mengo , mienes). If indeed the
amount of L-shaped responses was modulated by the degree to which the wug
forms resembled existing memorized forms, such that Natural responses con-
tinued to prevail in the former but gave way to L-shaped reponses in the latter,
this would constitute potentially strong confirmation for an extension of the
dual-route approach as a model of the synchronic state of L-shaped forms in
Romance. Very much like their kin with the English past tense, these once-
productive (and phonologically natural) forms became increasingly less repre-
sentative of processes within the lexicon as a whole, and despite their quotidian
familiarity, they have come to be treated as a set of memorized forms. When it
comes to the relation between the 1SG.IND and the present subjunctive forms,
Romance learners have demonstrated that inflectional morphology, too, coheres
to the adage ‘‘Diachrony proposes, Naturalness disposes”. Nonetheless, we must
emphasize that the case we have examined here is but one of many ‘morphomic’
patterns with Romance, and we wish to contend that experimental studies of the
kind we have conducted here should be ideally applied to each of them in order
to arrive at a better understanding of their synchronic status (and if nil, what led
to their decline). As such, experimental research into naturalness biases can

7 While experimental work on defective verbs is limited (see Albright 2003 on Spanish for a
pioneering study) and cries out for much further investigation, recent work by Nevins et al.
(2014) on Portuguese suggests that the set of defective forms in synchronic Portuguese may in
fact be shrinking, as younger speakers rate the SBJ of many forms listed as defective as perfectly
acceptable.
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continue to contribute to a broader typology of the types of identity relations
possible within morphological categories, including categories such as the for-
mation of participles, agentives, and imperatives, ideally conducted with a
range of participants that includes children as well as adults in order to see
whether the effects of developing vocabulary size may influence the extent to
which such generalizations represent a balance between inherent naturalness of
a syncretic pattern and the amount of representativeness they bear within an
individual’s lexicon.

Appendix 1: construction of best mixed-models

This section describes the procedures used to construct the best mixed models
for each of the languages analyzed in the experiments, before proceeding to
overall analyses of the best predictors of variance and the ratio of Natural
responses to L-shaped responses in each, as detailed in Sections 4.1.2, 5.1.2,
and 6.1.2, respectively.

Beginning with European Portuguese, we followed the modelling strategy as
documented in Barr et al. (2013): we began with a saturated model, with fully
crossed and fully specified random effects. This kind of model has an interaction
term for all the predictors as fixed effects, with random intercepts and slopes:

() Saturated model for Portuguese results:
Response ~ Group * Frame * Conjugation * Place þ ( þ Group *
Frame * Conjugation * Place|Participant) þ ( þ Group * Frame *
Conjugation * Place|item)

Due to non-convergence, we simplified the model until it partially-converged. We
followed two principles for choosing which term to exclude for the purpose of
simplification, 1) hierarchically: most complex (the largest interaction terms) to
the least complex (single terms), and 2) by-item slopes before by-participant
slopes. The latter principle is justified by the fact that our data were collected
from controlled experiments – item variations tend to be smaller than partici-
pant variations. A model was deemed to have converged if the relative gradient
is below 0.002, as recommended by Ben Bolker (one of the developers of lme4
(R-sig-ME mailing list n.d.)). By inspecting the partially-converged model, we
excluded the slope associated with smallest variance. This process was repeated
until the model converged, and the resulting converged model is shown below.
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() Converged model for Portuguese results:

Response ~ Group * Frame * Conjugation * Place þ ( þ Group þ
Frame þ Conjugation þ Place|Participant) þ ( þ Frame þ Place|item)

Next, we followed a data-driven approach to determine the random effect structure
of our model, using the backward best-path algorithm, guided by which step of
removal of a predictor would lead to the best next model. The model comparison
was performed using an anova (test¼ χ2, α ¼ 0:1). The reason for α to be set at a
liberal threshold of 0.1 is to be as conservative as possible with the detection of any
potential predictors. If there were multiple subset models that resulted in p-values
exceeding the α-level in their nested model comparisons with the superset model,
the subset model with the strongest evidence (the highest p-value) was selected.
Both of the random intercepts were kept by default, as it is a common practice to
include them. The resulting model has the maximal effect structure supported by the
data, following the terminology of Jaeger (2010):

() Model with the maximal effect structure supported by the data for
Portuguese results
Response ~ Group * Frame * Conjugation * Place þ ( þ Group þ Frame þ
Conjugation|Participant) þ (|item)

We then performed a series of nested model comparison using anova (test¼ χ2,
α ¼ 0:1). The addition or removal of terms was justified by whether a significant
improvement to the model was made. We adhered to the principle of marginality,
which does not allow for models containing an interaction without its respective
main effects and all lower order terms. The model selection algorithm was again
the best-path algorithm; the direction of comparisons was first forward (inclusion)
then backward (exclusion), and this pattern was repeated until no terms could be
further included or excluded. When excluding terms, we excluded from the most
complex (the largest interaction terms) to the least complex (single terms), with
the reverse being true when including terms. The comparison process was alter-
nated between random effects and fixed effects. The resultant model has the
maximal effect structure justified by model comparison, following the terminology
of Jaeger (2010):

() Model with the maximal effect structure justified by model comparison for
Portuguese results:
Response ~ Group þ Frame þ Conjugation þ Place þ Group:Frame þ
( þ Group þ Frame|Participant) þ (|item)
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This model thereby included main effect terms for Group, Frame, Conjugation,
and Place, an interaction term for Group x Frame as well as random effect terms
such as a random intercept term for Item, and a random intercept for Participant
with random slopes for Group and Frame.

For Italian, the same model selection procedure was used as for Portuguese,
reported above. We began with a saturated model as shown below.

() Saturated model for Italian:
Response ~ Group * Frame * Alternation þ ( þ Group * Frame *
Alternation|Participant) þ ( þ Group * Frame * Alternation|item)

The converged model is as shown below.

() Converged model for Italian:
Response ~ Group * Frame * Alternation þ ( þ Group * Frame *
Alternation – Group:Frame:Alternation|Participant) þ ( þ Group þ
Frame þ Alternation|item)

The model with the maximal effect structure supported by the data is as shown
below.

() Model with the maximal effect structure supported by the data for Italian:
Response ~ Group * Frame * Alternation þ (|Participant) þ (|item)

We then performed a series of nested model comparison using anova (test¼ χ2,
α ¼ 0:1) as before. The resultant model with the maximal effect structure justified
by model comparison is shown below.

() Model with the maximal effect structure justified by model comparison for
Italian results:
Response ~ Group * Frame * Alternation þ (|Participant) þ (|item)

In summary, this model included an interaction term for Group x Frame x
Alternation as well as random effect terms such as a random intercept term
for Item and for Participant.

For Spanish, the same model selection procedure was used as with the other
two languages. We began with a saturated model as shown below.

() Saturated model for Spanish:
Response ~ Group * Frame * Person * Place þ ( þ Group * Frame * Person
* Place|Participant) þ ( þ Group * Frame * Person * Place|item)
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The converged model is as shown below.

() Converged model for Spanish:
Response ~ Group * Frame * Person * Place þ ( þ Group þ Frame þ
Person þ Place|Participant) þ ( þ Group þ Frame|item)

The model with the maximal effect structure supported by the data is as shown
below.

() Model with the maximal effect structure supported by the data for Spanish:
Response ~ Group * Frame * Person * Place þ ( þ Group þ Frame þ Place|
Participant) þ (|item)

We then performed a series of nested model comparison using anova (test¼ χ2,
α ¼ 0:1) as before. The resultant model with the maximal effect structure justified
by model comparison is shown below.

() Model with the maximal effect structure justified by model comparison for
Spanish:
Response þ Group þ Frame þ Person þ Place þ Group:Frame þ Group:
Person þ Group :Place þ Frame :Place þ Place : Person þ Group:Frame:
Place þ Group:Place:Person þ ( þ Group þ Frame þ Place|Participant) þ
(|item)

In sum, the model for Spanish included main effect terms for Group, Frame,
Person, and Place, a number of interaction effects, and random effect terms such
as a random intercept term for Item, and a random intercept for Participant with
random slopes for Group, Frame, and Place.
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